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Tkee Performances Before
Record Houses

Hersey, Milliken and Hume,
Guests of Honor

FIFTY YEARS OF
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
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WAR RELIC TRAIN
ATTRACTS LARGE CROWD

MEETING OF STATE
HIGHWAY COMM.

S. J. COURT
Bordeleau Fund G uilty

Alexander Bordeleau, alias Moran,
The visit to Houlton on Friday af
of Lowell, Mass., was found guilty
ternoon of the War Relic Train
Saturday of the murder of Moses
which is tonring Maine in the inter
;
Tozier, an aged farmer, at Sherman,
est of the Victory Bond Drive, at
,
Nov.
16, 1917. The jury was out 50
tracted a large number of visitors al
minutes.
though the weather was most un
This was the second trial of Borde
pleasant.
leau,
the jury having disagreed in
The train arrived from up country
the
first.
Tom the number of inquiries re
towns at 4.50 P. M. and remained in
Paradis Case Now On
the Houlton yard until S o'clock, giv- ceived at the State Highway Depart
Monday morning the case of State
jng everybody who desired cm oppor- ment during the last month, it is ap
tunity to view the many relics from parent that there is considerable in-|VS' Lewis Paradis was opened. This
1)0 the hardest fought case lor
the battlefield of the great world war. terest. throughout the Stae as to ;
]n addition to three flat cars the just what will he done in the matter : some years> The crime was commitConnor Plantation in March,
train also contained many relics in of State highway construction durgrudge is said to have exlhe baggage car. Among the exhibits ing the present season. On account j f n(* an
between the two men Lewis
were: German 77 and 88 millimetre of the surplus of labor at the present ;
guns, with shells, including shells time, incident to the demobilization of * arad*s and Arthur Chamberlain,
from the French 220's, depth bombs, troops and the shutting down of war who were neighbors. They met on
liquid tire tank, French and American industries, extensive road building the road and after a heated conversa
gun carriages, French 75 with cart programs have been provided for in tion Paradis in some way secured an
ridge caisson, camouflaged; trench many of the states. In Pennsylvania, axe, struck Chamberlain on the arm
mortar, French and German machine for example, $10,000,000 worth of and as he fell Paradis is alleged to
the play was staged for the benefit,
, J
business ; sailors and pupils will assemble at guns, French mitreileusse, captured State highway construction is now have struck him again over the head.
M t h . M T . U o n Army Drive a m T LudwlB reUred from the
and it was continued by Mr. Gentle
campus at 1.80 P. M. All uni- German and Austrian machine guns, under way and it is expected that Paradis " as arrested and brought to
■Oks War Fund, a movement most until 1909, when the business was in- formed Chevaliers will form in line j)OX 0f rifles, sabres and saw-teeth 85,00(1 men will he employed through- Houlton to await trial- An indictment
popular In itself—then the largest i
was found by the grand jury. County
corporated, and It is now conducted AP uniformed soldiers and sailors bayonets, gas masks of the English, out the season on this work.
chorus ever used, In a local play, (85 I
It was with the thought of taking Attorney, Roix, assisted by Attorney
by this corporation, Mr. Gentle being wlP form as a battalion under com- American, French and German make.
hoys and girls) assisted by the lure of j President, Col. Frank M. Hume, Secconduct the
-nd of Col. Hume and give an exSeveral Lewis machine guns are care of the employment situation that General Sturgis will
the new theatre with its attractive
state's
case,
while
O.
L.
Keyes o f
hiLition
drill.
also included. Other exhibits were: Congress, during the closing hours of
retary, Murdoch B. McKay, Treasur
furnishings, and finally the discrim Caribou,
assisted
by
A.
J.
Crawford
Soldiers,
Chevaliers
and
Sailors
the
session
which
closed
on
March
Helmets, Browning automatic rifles,
inatlng task in the selection of the j er.
of
Fort
Kent,
will
make
a
desperate
w
’ili
form
in
large
oblong
square.
In
4th,
provided
an
appropriation
of
anti-aircraft guns, hand, aerial and
For a few years previous to the
psfBdpftls of the cast, made a comthe center will be placed an altar spring grenades, a full equipment for $200,000,000 to he distributed among
*or
alleged slayer. The deEuropean
war,
Mr.
Gentle
had
taken
Maation that was bound to please
and base of a monument, around U.
the
states
as
federal
aid
bet
ween
now
j
^‘nse
wpl
put
UP a strong plea of
S.
infantryman,
cavalryman,
very little active interest in the busi
aid attract.
and July 1st, 1920. Maine’s share of .
defense. The case will probably
ness, but on account of Col Hume’s which will be placed symbols and breatplates worn by German snipers,
Mr. Bird’s long experience in this absence, Mr. Gentle has been -on the ] emblems representing the sacrifices rim,s am, (.artridges used by all the this appropriation amount to $2,000,- ta^e several days owing to the fact
nark lias given him a reputation as
and contribution our Country has principal warring nations, picks, shov- 000 in round numbers, which in addiover sixty witnesses have been
job,’’ assisting Mr. McKay in conduc
a speed artist in this line and what
made.
For
every
soldier
and
sailor
els
and
other
tools
used
in
trench
Don
to
appropriations
made
under
summoned
by the state and it is said
ting the business.
i t promises in the way o f entertain
in Aroostook who has made the Su warfare.
the original federal aid road act, a ^ar^e number have been summoned
The firm has been located in the
ment be always fulfills.
preme Sacrifice a wreath of flowers
The party was in charge of Capt. makes available about $2,500,000 from
defense. This will probably
Fogg block since 1903,.but next week
will he placed on the altar and a sec F. A. Jenks of Plymouth, Mass., a s - the federal government between the
“My Chum’s Sweetheart” the title
Ia‘st- Jury caSfc> to
tried this
will move to the new Masonic block,
tion with his name added on the sisted bv A. J. R. Helms of Boston, present time and July 2d, 1920. In term.
et the play, waa a charming story of
where they will be most pleasantly
the devoted friendship of Jtck Paden
monument. After the last wreath
has
sergt. J. E. Hines of the58th Infan- deed at the present moment $481,000
and Gena Karje, a poet ant a musi- located on the ground floor, in the |been placed on the altar and the last try, sergt. C. N. Weiner, Pvt. S. A. of federal aid is available provided
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
corner next to the Snell House, in
During the first week of the new
elan, who for a time were traveling
section added to the monument and p erham of the Boston City Hospital, the State could put up an equal
quarters especially planned for their
la the “down and out class” but op
the Grand Master and Grand Pat- Erisigii J. P. Whyte of the U. S. n a v y , amount of money which unfortunate- Temple Thea re, in addition to the
business, and where they will con- j
local talent play, crowded houses pretimists through and through, unforriarch and Department Commander: gerRt S. J. Linits of the 101st Infan- ly it is impossible to do.
tinue to accommodate those desiringj
taaately both loved, the same girl,
have placed their emblems on the j try c apt. j. p. Brown of the 6th MarAbout two weeks ago the state vaiIed. showing that this new Mov
Fire, Life, Accident, Employers Lia- j
Maigaerite Denvllle, a Prima Donna,
altar for their Brothers, Chevaliers ine corps. Jazz Bovelle, the porter Highway Commission had an extend ing Picture Theatre meets the apand despite the fact that Karje won bility, Automobile and Plate Glass j and Patriarchs, the Superintendent j w a s
fun
the party. Alec Me- ed session with the Governor and prova^
public,
Insurance, as well as selling Surety j
oat, the strong affection between the
of Schools will place his emblem r e - jLean was
mechanic, J. W. E llis o n Council when the whole program for Specialattractions
are provided
Bonds, and where their hosts of j
chum’s never was broken.
presenting
the sc holars of
our had chargeof the train arrangements, the year was canvassed thoroughly. , each Friday andSaturday
for
the
friends will extend best wishes for j
The selection ot the cast was a many more years of business pros- j schools, after which Col. Hume will j g ergt. Wilfred Linfield with four pri- It was ascertained that funds avail- ■childrenduringschool, as themanagecommand one of his companies to un- vates had cilarge 0f the guarding of able for State highway construction, ,mentPrefers to have them on these
fortunate one and the various prin perlty.
furl and stack around the altar and
exhjbits. The privates were:
after taking out $96,000 as directed days.
cipals taterprotdd their parts in a
by the Legislature to provide funds
Commencing Monday evening there
pleasing manner.
n iv iu T A r c
1monument a flag for each one of the L p lnRelstein, J. E. Carpenter,
for
special
road
and
bridge
resolves,
will
be 4 shows daily, the afternoon
POTATOES
!
departed,
then
Col.
Hume
will
pay
Qreenburg
and
J.
Goldstein.
. Miae Elisabeth Shaw as the lead
would
be
barely
enough
to
complete
!
ooinencing
at 2 P. M., the evening
Local
buyers
are
paying
$3.75
per
tribute
to
his
fallen
comrades.
•
—
ing lady, was all that could be desirthe
State
highway
contracts
which
sb°w
commences
at 7, except on S&toff
:This
service
will
he
conducted
by
FREDERICTON
PARK
•4 tad her role was a difficult one— j barrel and receipts are dropping
were in force and uncompleted at the urday 6.80 P. M. when the first show
i Col. Hume assisted by Governor Mil
m a popular Prima Donna, she was some,
ASSN. HAVE FINE PROGRAM end of 1918. It was decided that will open.
liken, the Grand Master, Grand Pat
grace and charm in itself and the [ The Produce News says:
riarch, Department Commander of
Remember the change in the time
FOR FALL RACES those jobs must be finished and, acbeautiful costumes worn were well In
Old potatoes sagged considerably,
,
cordingly, no new State highway " f the first show every evening ex.
The
Fredericton
Park
Assn,
is
mak
aeeptng with the part.
due to extremely heavy arrivals. The \
,____,...
, ___
scholars ing great plans for the renewal of work will be undertaken this season. (
Saturday, 7 P. M. instead of 7.30.
iers, and beautified by
Larry Carroll and Mr. Bird as the docks and yards the early part of the
marches racing in that city and have already The jobs to be completed are as fol- - -. -.-_i.......... — — -------- -— ------- - - 'appropriately costumed,
chums with the one suit of clothes week were full with more in Jersey
and tableaux, to commemorate the announced the program for the stake lows:
sion apportioned to such towns the
•WBUd on thf 50— 60 basis, elicited ! City than could be brought over. This i
death of the noble heroes of Aroos rm.
to be held there during the
Between
Auburn and Danville full amount of extra aid called for,
much aatUMmUUt, still the'pathos of!c<rased a slackening in the demand
'took County . The Governor will de- week of Sept. 16.
Junction, between East Winthrop and and to cities and towns which had
*utr undying friendship which un-jand lower prices.
! liver the memorial address, after
Racing
Winthrop, Winslow, Lincoln, Rich- previously applied the Commission
■ fllid the story, taught a homely j There have been wild rumors about ii which Congressman Hersey will de
2.8(1. 2.25. 2.20. 2.IS. 2.16. 2.14, 2.12. mond, Bowdoinham.
Camden, Mat- apportioned 34% of the amount ap
end truthful lesson.
(vast quantities to he sent to foreign
liver an address complimentary to
T ro ttin g
tawamkeag and Maewahoe. Monti- plied for. This used up the total
Joseph Robinson as the dissipated countries for seed purposes. Maine Col. Hume, soldiers and sailors. Fol
cello and Topsham leading toward appropriation of $500,000.
2.80. 2.25. 2.80, 2.17.
itther o f the prima donna, Jerome shippers heard that at least 600 cars i lowing this will he held a formal re
A program is also being arranged Lewiston. In addition to the above,
in visualizing the amount of work
■rvin, as the vllllan, and Leonard Me- were to be used for this purpose. Part ception for our distinguished guests for the Dominion Day racing which a short section of bituminous pave that can be accomplished under State
Nhir the quick tempered father of j of these were to go to Russia and the j Complimentary supper to all uniform- will he announced later.
ment will be laid at the Cousin’s aid. it should be remembered that
Jack Padden, certainly made a trio'balance to Sweden. Because of these j e d "" soldiers''ancl"” sai1orH
s.
Your uni
With tin* Aroostook circuit stables River bridge in Yarmouth and anoth- the cities and towns are required to
e f stars that would be hard to beat. 1rumors
Maine and State growers form is your pass.
going full blast, and Woodstock and er short section at the underpass at appropriate an amount about onePhilips Churchill, as Henry the ser-j wanted more money for their stock.
Frederieton preparing for the sum- Wells when alterations ordered by third less than is furnished by the
Evening
Taut, also handled his part well.
A 8hort time a« ° 100 cars of P°tatoes
mer's racing it looks as though lov- the Public Utilities Commission have State, so that this appropriation will
The evening will be given over to
were shipped to Russia for seed purers of horse racing in this section been completed.
total nearly $400,000.
Furthermore,
Marlon Taber and Marguerite Astle
rejoicing for the heroes who have
as the actress and chorus girl, Miss?
4
.
... .
. . . . . . .
might have a most enjoyable season.
The program, above outlined, will on account of the shortage of labor
safely returned home, with a big
lion s Pride-as the “Little Mother” so L
,,
, ^
, ■% .
The Fredericton people are co leave about $20,000 of unapportioned during the last two seasons it has
camp fire, torch light parade by the
« U M . Ml c m . In for their share of be sh,pped abroa<1 ,or th,s or any ° " "
operating with Houlton in regard to money provided none of the jobs . been impossible for many towns to
soldiers, chevaliers and sailors, music
favorable comment.
ier purpose.
the big victory celebration July 3rd above outlined cost more than has undertake their State aid eonstrucj Receivers feel that the present drop |aa<l speeches by Governor Milliken, and 4th, and are arranging for a spec been estimated. It is proposed with tion work. On this account there is
The stage settings and spectacular ! is only temporary and look for a turn ! the Grand Master, Grand Patriarch.
ial train for those days, for with the the $20,000 available to make sur- about $400,000 of State aid joint fund
effects were fully In keeping with Mr.
next week with a continued strong j Department Commander, and Con Fredericton military hand and Fred- veys and prepare plans and specitica- unexpended
coming forward from
Bird’s former productions. You nev
market the balance of the season. gressman Herrsey, illumination a n d erjeton horses entered, a large crowd tions for about $1,000,000 worth
of previous years. It is thought by the
er known just what to expect in this
In the parade Canton
States sell around $2.65 per 100 lbs.; fire-works.
is expected from that city to help us work which will be undertaken in Commission that arrangements can
Use, and you are surely never dis-1
(Western, $2.60 bulk and $2.75 sacked, Houlton and Canton Wabasso will lie celebrate.
192*( provided the State bond issue be made to practically clean up all of
sapointed, the decorations were magwhile Maines bring about $3.
Long the escorts to Col. Hume's command.
proposed
by the Legislature is passed the old appropriations and to expend
aifleent and the novelties were novel
Later Col. Hume will give his gen
Island are practically off the market.
on
favorably
by the voters on the ecomonicallv all of this year’s money,
indeed.
JOHN C. HOUGHTON
; but the few arriving are selling $5 eral orders for the mobilization oi
second
Monday
of September.
if this is possible ,a marked improveThe
soloists were Messrs Edm ond‘ and $6 180 lbs.
The sympathy of the community
this Aroostook Battalion and the ap
,
,
The
commission
has.
at
the
pres.
ment
should be noted in the State aid
J. Lanoue and Philip Dempsey;
is extended to Mrs. John Chadwick ent time, plans and specifications ()r feeder roads.
Prospects for Eastern Shore of Vir pointment of officers.
Misses Ethel Thompson, Alene BerAll soldiers and sailors in uniform Houghton in the death, last week, completed for about $600,000 worth of
ginia potatoes were never better than
Another indication of the general
fto, Elinor Wilkins and Constance
are most cordially invited to take of her husband, John Chadwick new construction which it was hoped interest in road improvement is the
at present.
Chandler.
Houghton. Mr. Houghton had been
could he done the present year. The fac-t that many towns which received
According to the best authority, part and assist Col. Hume and Canton
The opening chorus “ For the Glory
in ill health for several years.
Wabasso
in
paying
due
honor
to
m o s t of this is located on the federal special resolves for roads and bridges
the acreage in the Eastern Shore is
ed the Grand Old Fag,” Mr. Lanoue
He was horn in England, but a few
aid highway, and if the State was in from the Legislature have requested
about 60 per cent of normal. The their fallen comrades in this firsi
was soloist assisted by a chorus of 50
miles out of London. With his wife
farmer, however, fertilized this y e a r; Aroostook County Memorial Service,
a position to finance this work one- that they be allowed to undertake the
heya and girls, brought out a thund- more carefully and thoroughly than and rejoice together at this big camp and several of his children he came
half the cost would be refunded by work at once, and that they are ready
wmm appkmae and several encores
to Houlton about six years ago. The
ever before and the stand is the fin- |fire and torch light parade.
the federal government. As indicated to put up not only the amount of
wipe necessary before the audience
family have made many friends who
above none of these jobs can be un- . money which they must furnish in orest ever seen. With no unfavorable
What better or more appreciative
Wife satisfied. Miss Thompson was a
sympathize with them in their great
dertaken as no money is available for i der to receive the resolve, but to proweather from now on the first ship service can be rendered to the sol
dainty and charming soloist and her
loss. The oldest son was killed at the this work.
ments from the Eastern Shore should diers and sailors than by taking one
i vide the State’s portion of the cost of
aelo “Smiles’’ in which she was as
first battle of Verdun in March, 1916.
be made the first week in June. This or more of them with you in your au
It
is
confidently
expected
that
the
sisted by Mist Berrie and Mr. Demp
j the work as well and wait until the
The shock was a severe one to the
is the earliest shipments have ever to to Fort Fairfield that they may
.
, . ..
..
*.
TT
. bond issue will carry and. in this
sey who were in the boxes, was
parents and at the time Mr. Hough-,
, ,, ,
,
State’s money is available for remiDstarted from there, with one excep- have the privilege of attending this 4
,, .. „
, (event, we should have about $10,000,splendidly rendered.
Miss Wilkins
ton was critically ll for s e v e r a l ' . . .
....
.
. ...
!
bursement.
tion.
grand reunion of Aroostook County
000 available for State highway con
nsff company in “Land o f Wedding
months. He never seemed to recov
heros and that they may assist Col.
i struction during the next four or five I Petitions
received by the State
—0
—0-—
0
—
M h ” a oatchy and popular song that
er from his grief. Another son, Lt.
Hume in paying loving tribute and
! years, and it is believed this amount Highway Commission for State and
M eiei sever*! encores to satisfy.
Clarence Houghton, enlisted at On
COL HUME LEAVES
honor to their fallen comrades and in
will be sufficient to complete the en county aid in the building and re
tario, Canada, and has been wounded
▲ QSlflhy duet by Miss Constance
FOR ST. LOUIS the evening all rejoice together at |and gassed several times. He is ex tire mileage of State highways as at
gJ r n r ^ m Shd Philip Dempsey, “ Won’t
building of bridges are nearly sufThe following party left Boston one big camp fire and listen to the Ipected to arrive here any day now. i present laid out. It is realized, howyew Wilt «WtH the Cows Come Home”
ficont
to exhaust the State’s appro
thrilling experiences of the great war
j ever, that unless the friends of good
met with Iftitaat favor and they were Tuesday, May 6, for S t Louis, Mo., to by the soldiers who were privileged ji One daughter, Miss Annie, has been
j roads rally to the support of the bond priation. This is another indication
Jserving in the British Red Cross as
assisted -by a chorus of rustic lads represent Maine at the convention to
to face the Hun, also other distin
; issue that it may not be passed . All of the desire and interest for better
be
held
May
8
,
9
and
10
for
the
pur
j nurse for several years.
Another
and lassies.
pose of organizing a national body of guished orators of our State who will Idaughter and the youngest son, John j who are interested in the completion roads and bridges.
The solo “Rose of My Dreams” by
the American soldiers, the American praise th eboys who joined the col j Cecil, are at home. Mr. Houghton’s iof the State highway system should
The commission plans and is ar
Miss Bents, was beautifully render
lose no opportunity to talk and work
Veterans’ Association having been ors and went forward ready and will age was about 48 years.
ranging
as fast as possible
for a
ed and her. full rich voice brought out
ing to risk all, that we might enjoy
for the bond issue.
Fifty years in the same business is
a record of which any firm might
well be proud, but not only in the
length of time which the Geo. S.
Gentle Company have been in busi
ness have they reason to feel satis
fied, but the reputation they have
made
throughout the county
for
Col. Frank M. Hume, the most besquare dealing and the satisfactory
Theo. H. Bird, the well known New
settlement of all claims is a further love(1 and honored citizen and soldier
York actor and producer, has during
source of gratification to Mr. Gentle today in Maine to be in command of
the past few years scored several
as well as those who are now associa and to conduct the memorial services
tattering triumphs In the way of
at the Field Day and Camp Fire at
ted with him.
local talent productions in this town,
This Insurance
Agency had
its Fort Fairfield, June 5th, held in his
hnt his latest success In “ My Chum’s
start in 1869 by the late John H. honor and also the soldiers and sailSweetheart” given In the Temple
Bradford, and in 1871, Mr. Geo.
S. ors of Aroostook County, by Canton
Theatre under the auspices of HoulGentle, the president of the Geo. S. Wabasso No. 22, Patriarchs Militant,
ten Lodge B. P. O. E. on Thursday
] Gentle Co. entered the employ of Mr. I. O. O. F.
and Friday evenings and a Saturday
B rief Outline of Program
Bradford, which was later known un
matinee, has caused more flattering
— Afternoon—
der the name of Bradford, Gentle and
comment than any previous play giv
A
military
camp will be established
Ludwig, and after the death of Mr.
en by him.
and
a
mess
quarters
near the High
Bradford, continued under the name
There are several reasons for this,
In
1899,
Mr.
i
School
Campus.
Chevaliers,
soldiers,
of Gentle and Ludwig.

all the beauty of the tuneful song—
she wan- hetieted by a large chorus.
The grind finale consisted o f a re
view of the song hits by the soloists
and entire chorus—and tableaux by
Miss Virginia Donnell as “ Brittania”
Mrs. Horace Hughes, as “ America” ,
during which the chorus sang “God
Save the King” and the “ Star Span
gled Banner.”
The production filled the Theatre
«W botll nights, not a seat being unoestffded. Both the director and the
lodge of .Elks feel deeply gratified
over, the success of the production
end the war Fund must be enriched
funn the proceeds.
To nil Who took part from the pinetpal down to the chorus, much praise
Is due. “My Chum’s Sweetheart” was
a snecess and you made it so.

suggested as the probable name:
Colonel Frank M. Hume, Houlton
of the 103rd Infantry; Colonel Albert
E. Greenlaw, Eastport, of the 103rd
Infantry and 52d Brigade, headquar
ters staff; Major Roger A. Greene,
Lewiston, of the 101st Trench Mortor Battery; Major Waldemar Ad
ams, Portland ,of the 54th Artillery;
Sergeant James L. Boyle, Augusta,
of
the 101st Sanitary Train; and
Governor Carl E. Milliken of Maine.
Adjutant General George McL. Presson will meet the party in St. Louis,
leaving Boston on Saturday next,
It has been decided by the promot
ers of the organization that the sev
eral war governors shall be members
of it, hence the attendance of Gov
ernor Milliken, than whom no o n e
has taken greater interest in our
soldiers.

I The funeral sevices were held from
the comforts and blessings of our
the Episcopal church of which he was
homes and firesides. This will be the a member, on Thursday afternoon,
first memorial service and celebration
Interment was made in Evergreen
of its kind for the soldiers and sailors
; cemetery.
in the state of Maine. W e hope that
|
_A*_____
no boy of Aroostook who has been in :
w w w
the service will be deprived of going j CHANGE OF TIME ON C. P. RY.
to Fort Fairfield.
Commencing May 5, the following

—0 —0 —0 —
A very fine portrait of Rev. H. G.
Kennedy, who was pastor of the First
Baptist Church here for 6 years, and
under whose leadership

the

Church

prospered so spiritually and financial
ly, has recently been placed in
chapel of the church.

the

The portrait,

which is considered very fine, is the
gift of a number of the former pas
tor’s friends.

Great Interest in Good Roads
Manifested

maintenance program. The
centered larger
jon the Pr°sram of State aid construc- spring has opened so early and the
j ^ on ^or
year. The mere state country roads have been so bad that
ment that applications received at it is very difficult for the supervisors
i the State Highway Department on o fthe department to cover their
April 15th, the closing day for retowns and arrange
for patrolmen.
ceiving applications, amount to $570,Many
boards
of
selectmen
have writ
j 000 will indicate the general interest
ten
to
the
Highway
Commission
com
important changes went into effect on that is being taken in road improvethe Canadian Pacific Railway.
! ment. The State’s appropriation for plaining about the delay in the com
TRAINS LEAVE HOULTON
! State aid amounts to only $500,000. mencing of the patrol service.
9.45 A. M. For Woodstock
and j Consequently it was necessary, after
In this connection it is interesting
Points north.
|allowing one full year’s apportionto bear in mind that last season the
4.15 P. M. St. John, Montreal, Boston. ment to all towns appying, to deter
commission
employed 480 patrolmen
mine
upon
some
policy
for
handling
8.25 P. M. Woodstock only.
TRAINS ARRIVE HOULTON
11.15 A. M. From St. John, Boston,
Montreal.
5.45 P. M. From Woodstock
and
Points north.
9.45 P. M. From St. John and Boston.

!

Considerable interest has

extra amounts of State aid. The law
directs that towns which have not
previously enjoyed the benefits of ad
ditional State aid
shall be given
preference in this matter.
Conse
quently the State Highway Coinmis-

in caring for 4,250 miles of
467 cities and towns.

road

In

The gross ex

penditure for this work was

about

$006,000 of which the State paid prac
tically two-thirds of the cost.
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STRAWS
stimulate buying they are now acceptOUR NEGRO TROOPS
Reed Smoot, one of the twelve ing a smaller margin of profit.
; When peace has been firmly estabEstablished April 13, 1860
apostles of the Mormon Church, and
The Federal Government has just lished and the veterans of the world
since
1903
a
Republican
United
issued
a statement which completely war are home again and telling the
ALL THE HOME NEWS
States senator, has discovered
that shatters what little hope remained interesting details of the tremendous
Published every Wednesday morning the covenant of the league of nafor lowering the cost of living. This struggle .some of the best stories rebythe Times Publishing Co.
tions has been amended—if press re- is a compilation ot the costs ot food lated will he about the Negro troops.
ports are
trustworthy— enough so stuffs and materials that existed be- The spirit with which they went into
that he can vote for it. This is very fore the Civil War and after it. This the war and which featured their ac
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mflr.
------— — -------------- - significant.
Particularly so
is his data brings out the fact that it was tions in every phase of it was a sur
Subscription in U. • ▼ •
refusal to wait till he gets to Wash- i:j years before prices got down to prise even to the ones who knew
ia advance as required by law; in ington, on the assembling of an ex- the pre-war-level. In other words the them best. They proved wonderful
Canada $2.00 In advance.
tra session, to make
this position ^ a r ended in 18t)5 and it was 1S7S be fighters, wore possessed of remark
Single copies five cents
known.
fore food and other materials could able courage and submitted to dis
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government of Russia it is one more ' Bolshevik government is concerned
example of the diplomatic stupidity, it seems that all chance of this has
the failure
tosee which way
the been done away with.A Bolsheviki
world ismovingthat has been proved agreement
withGermany to this end
by
tin events of this war to he seems superfluous. Lloyd George said
characteristic of Germany. Germany that no proposal for recognition of
didn't believe England would enter the Bolsheviki had ever been put bethe war; she ridiculed the possibility fore the peace conference and denied
of the United States entering the that recognition was to have been acwar; and she made it impossible for corded at the Prinkipo conference
any self-respect ing nation that did which never came off. But aside from
not fear being immediately overrun this negative phase the dispatches
to keep out of the war.
Now she from abroad and from Washington
makes an allianee with the Bolshe carry definite assurances that the
viki.
loyal Russians who are the friends of
As Lloyd George said in his triumph the Allies and the enemies of the
ant spooeh in the House of Commons, Bolsheviki are to be put in the pow
Bolshevism is breaking down before erful position of being distributors of
the economic facts of life. That is food supplies by the conquerors of
inevitable. No single class can us- Germany.
These powers in other
trp all the rights and privileges of words will enforce a blocade against
the community and remain in power Bolshevik Russia.
any longer than the time necessary
for the oppressed majority to gather
its forces for the restoration.
But
NO TIME WASTED
if Bolshevism in Russia were
Prompt Action Is Pleasing M any
not breaking down before the econo
Houlton Citizens
mic facts it is being broken down by
the military force' of the loyal Rus
Get down to the cause of every
sians whom the1 Allies and the Uni
ted States have1 now deedded to re- thing.
Bad backs are frequently caused by
cognize at Omsk. With limited assistaneo this government at Omsk has weak kidneys.
Help the kidneys to get rid of kid
been able to bring the Red govern
ment to the edge of the abyss; with ney backache.

cipline in a manner that was a de
light tu tlnir conimamlinK otli<<>rs.
They
were the lift' of the white troops
()f the rebellion,
with whom they were associated and
.. y y v
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
their constant good nature, love of
H O W O U R C I T I Z E N S O L D IE R S
lor circulation at second-class
to
R E G A R D O U R M I L I T A R Y S Y S T E M music, and eccentricities served
postal rates.
while away many an hour for their
An interesting questionnaire re
white brothers in khaki.
cently was conducted by the 12th
THE WORLD CAPITAL
Nearly duo.ono American Negroes
Army during its demobilization to
donned
the uniform of the Stars ami
Geneva, the city chosen to be the
bring out the opinions America's citi
seat o l the League of Nations, is a
Stripes
and of this number a larg*
National
zen soldiers have of our
French city In all but name. The
percentage
saw some of the hardest
was
armilitary system. The idea
canton o f Geneva is almost surround
fighting of the war.
One of their
ranged by the War Depart ment to
.
, .
. , greatest weaknesses was their inabilied by French territory.
The Gene
a ^ ne ot^
e t ty to stop at a designated point. They
vese are o f French blood and speak
to improve
the servicea and lltu
special
the French language.
During the to say on the league of nations:
efforts were made for the disgruntled woulel be tolel to take a first lino
Behind the league of nations pro
great war their sympathies were over
ones to express themselves without trench, lor instance, and then hold it.
whelmingly with France and France’s ; posal stands a realization on the fear of being reprimanded for it. For They would take the trench all right
part of the peace commissioners that
allies.
this reason about 50 per cent of the but their enthusiasm and their fight
It Is fijtting that a neutral nation a future war would well nigh mean questionnaires went to men who we're' ing blood would be so aroused by that
has been given the honor ot being human annihilation. To avoid the supposed to be dissatisfieel with the' time that they would fail to stop
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for the kidhost to the governing bodies of the possibility of such a catastrophe is
there. On the contrary they would the assistance of recognition and of
service. The replies shower that 89.5
military
supplies
which
the
Assone>
’s only.
League o f Nations. It is also fitting the hope of the world.
army life press ahead to the second, or the
No
wasted trying to cure
Have you noticed how much less l)er cent
that
that a city has been selected which
third, as far as they could until for ciated Powers can supply in abunardent
had benefited
benefited tthem,
anu
omy iu.;> per
dance
in
accordance
with
the
policy
other
troubles.
sympathy
1
we
read
than
we
did,
in
the
—
*
had
tin.
ane
has manifested an ardent
cent declared that they had not been ced to halt because of loss of num outlined by the British premier of
Houlton people endorse their merit,
with the cause of democracy. Brus organs of nationalism, of the terrors
improved by it. Seventy-nine per cent bers or inability to proceed. This building a ring of the loyal about
AIrsR- Taggett, 18 Green St.,
of
a
re-enslavement
to
Great
Britain
sels was passed over because Bel
were glad they received the military habit often cost them many men for Lenine and Trotzky it will be able to Houlton, says: “I suffered from a
gium was not neutral.
The Hague and all that sort of thing? There
training for the good they got out of the barrages were so precisely timed do much more.
weak and run down condition for
was not chosen because of the divid is a silence on a side which has been
it, leaving out of the reckoning any with the advance of the infantry that
According to the reported sub- about two months. I was told that
ed sympathies of the Dutch people. exceedingly vociferous, and that si
when
the
lattor
did
not
obey
the
com
spirit of patriotism which may have
stance of thi' treaty the Bolsheviki ni-v kidneys were the cause of the
Geneva is an ideal selection, and the dence is acquiring a deep signifi
promoted them to enter it. Universal mands to stop at a given point they agree not to conduct negotiations trouble and I used different medicines
cance.
fact that it is one of the most beau
, military training was strongly urged suffered losses from their own guns. with the Entente, agree to give Ger- but could get no relief. I felt tired
—
tiful o f cities only serves to make
Negro officers also proved decidedly
by 88 per cent, while only 8 per cent,
many military assistance in case of and my back ached.
One of my
NOT A C H E E R F U L O U T L O O K
more Impressive the fitness of the
did not ex- efficient and filled the positions, even need during the next 20 years, agree friends advised me to try Doan’s KidProm
inent
grocers
are
predicting
°I>posed
it,
and
4
per
cent,
d
choice.
as high as major and beyond to pernrosi« mi
to adopt a milder policy toward Rus- ney Pills and I bought some at Cochthat the prices of food
will- continue press
an nninion.
°P inion- About
About 17
17 per cent
asked for more careful preparation of fection.
The Negro also was caresian
industry and permit Germans to fan’s Drug Store. Soon after taking
PERSHING ANeT t H E ~
to mount for several months to come,
the usual complaint being that fui of his personal appearance and set the Russian railroads in order them I got relief and was eventually
SALVATION A R W Y iand that any statements made in the i food
was respectufl to his superiors after
«*Tfce outstanding features of the past that the ending of the war would the kitchen personnel was not suffi
it
had been explained to him that this and supply thousands of officers for cured.
o f the Salvation Anny have j 8ee the cost of livlng as far ag food ciently trained, and 19 per cent wantPrice 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
was
a necessary feature of army dis the Russian army. Russia is also to
Ita disposition to push its ac.tiv -1 gtuffg are concerned
drop spee<iiiy i ed a better quality of food of a differ
send
an
agreed
amount
of
provisions simply ask for a kidney remedy—
cipline. \Vln*n it came to working
Set Doan’s Kidney Pills— the
same
aa fhr as possible to the front, are absolutely without foundation, It ent diet. Out of 1,381 replies 30 sta there were few troops that could yearly to Germany.
tha trained and experienced char- ,8 poInted out that tMs Country mugt ted that their religion had been harm
So
far
as
Allied
dealing
with
the
that Mr. Daggett had.
Foster-Milperform heavier labor or maintain
________ burn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
•etor o f its workers w h o s e o n e jfeed the A1Ues until they are aMe t0 ed while in the service while 127 behours than the real, full
1
lieved
that
it
had
been
benefited,
longer
thought was the well-being of the feed themselves and no aid in tl
I Harm to their morals was claimed by blooded Negro. They made a great
ADLER-I-KA DID I T !
Midlers they came to serve.”
direction can be expected before ttf?
impression on the other Allies and
‘‘I had pain in the pit of my stomach,
This Is a small part of what Gener havesting season in the Fall. On the about 50 and 227 thought they had they have today in France a great
D u r in g th e a fte r m a th o f in- no appetite, sour stomach and vmr
al Pershing, head o f the American Ex other hand so much destruction has been morally improved. The vote number of friends who will always
registering
their
belief
that
they
had
pedltion&ry Forces, cabled to Com been wrought, labor is so demoralized
claim that they were among the
te s : r s a
f f r *
mander Evangeline Booth, head of the tillable land is so run down, and been physically benefited by the army best lighting men on the Western
me.” (Signed) Henry Welp, L aS
k ei
life
was
overwhelming.
The
opinion
View, Iowa.
the 8alvation Army in this Country, business is in such a disorganized
Front.
One dose Adler-ika relieves sour
last week In a message of thanks (state, that normal conditions in crop expressed that officers and privates
stomach,
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cannot
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the discipline was also a large one.
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strengthens
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y" * has passed. Every
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her was chosen because they did not get graph reports, that Germany h a s
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! sans out ot Portland carries tons of
O. F. French & Son, Druggists.
psychological
Wring to them where the flghtlng was ; foo„ wMch normall would remai„ in fajr Pstinlation of
the thickest. No danger faced by the
Country and lvhj(.b
effects that would affeef the soldier
M elville

E. S t o n e ,

for a quarter of

Advertising rates based upon guaran a century
teed circulation.
Press, the

i)e

head of the Associated
greatest news-gathering
agency in the world, has just returned from Europe, where his op
portunities for
knowing
what
is
what in this world of ours have been
quite exceptional.
On Tuesday
he
addressed the members of the Asso
ciated Press at their annual conclave
In New York, and in spite of the
neutrality on political and partisan
issues which this organization stu
diously maintains— and no one more
so than its gifted chief— he had this

purchased at the same prices as

in i860, the year prior to the opening

s

HEALTHFULADVICE
S C O T T ’S
E M U L S IO N

American soldier was too great for
th ra . wonderful women, or for their
mate assistants as well. In the secend place they were picked men and

j home supp|y lnade
e
jlabor in m g c
^ so that (ood capnot
(or the same
,eR

haa

.
<
|lod

woman. They knew their work, they
,
.
*
“
7
,
U a prior to the war> a»d again thousands
know human nature, they knew what f young
vou
.
men wno formerly were conthe h ey . in the trenches needed and
work 0„ the
juat when they wanted it. They had ig|yen a taste of thp exciteme,„
eaecutive .b il ly, courage and human (.jtv and bJg |own ,jfe an<] dis]
T
la 11 any
der that they made good!
. In Its
j coming drive
^ for
* funds
...
ton and the entire Country will
squarely behind the Salvation

of
, ()

W° n‘ so back to them If they can
find
'something else to do.
All of these
Houl. . costs
. jumping
*
iaciois nave sent food
stand s0 much that one dcaler sajd ,.e ‘e^
Aniy |y [hey were unab,e (0 make as

tbr
that
. . . America
. j u today .knows
..
. .what
.
this splendid organization undertakes,
It carries through with efficiency, and

in peace time training.
They wore
ready for overseas service when the
armistice was signed. The idea was
a novel one and Worked out splendid
ly and as a result the War Depart
ment received a great many valuable
suggestions that will be acted upon

When your head aches, n i usually
caused by your li\rer or stomach p- -e t t in fT
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i
out of order. These
ci c cccC i i c ;
quiekly disappear as soon as the stomach
is relieved of its bilious contents. Ri. hi
your stomach and regulate and tone
the liver \vi;h bcecham’s Pi.Is, which
rapidly improve conditions and promptly

in the future.
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of human nature and Its inmost de
sires.
HIGHW AY PATROL
On May 1 the State Highway De
partment put on its patrol crews for
the season and the roads will now
show marked changes ar once. It is
surprising how a poor highway ran
be improved and be made really very
passable by just the few simple
touches that can be given by a patrol
man. The majority of these benefits
are effected by the drag, one of the
simplest of contrivances, which does
nothing more than pull back into the
center of the road the material which
has been blown off. filling up the
holes and ruts and smoothing out its
surface. Other simple road remedies
are to keep the gutters clean so that
water may easily run off and to keep
the little rocks raked up.
If these
few things are done it is surprising
what a good highway will result.
On Thursday when the State sys
tem went into effect, several hundred
patrolmen will take up their occupa
tions for the summer. Some of these
men will be good, others fair, and
still others very bad. Some will do
a lot of work quid others will see how
little they can do and still hold their
positions. The State Highway De
partment does not pretend that it has
a perfect crew of road patrolmen but
each year it is weeding out the poor
ones and trying to get better ones to
fill their places. This often is hard
to accomplish. Some men have a
knack of doing just the right thing to
make a road good, others have the
happy faculty of putting the material
in Just the right place to do the most
harm. On the whole, however, the
patrol system of Maine is a splendid
one and the money required to main
tain It Is exceptionally well spent.
Our roads have shown a wonderful
Improvement since its inauguration
only a short time ago and in many
cases so marked have been the bene
fits that it has been found unneces
sary to rebuild stretches and before
the system was established looked
hopeless. The patrolmen of Maine
save the State hundreds of thousands
o f dollars every year by keeping hun
dreds o f miles of highway from not
getting any worse even if they do not

make them any better.

H e Ip

D o d g e * c o ld

H ea d a ch e

Directions o f Special V a lu e to W o m e n a r e v/ith Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world . In boxe.., U c . , 2 5 c

Some folks arc fortunate enough always to breathe pure air, and
never get run down by overwork or exposure. Even these lucky
people do not always escape the contagious colds which proved at
certain seasons to such an extent as to be almost epidemic. It
is wise to be prepared for troubles of this nature in our climate, and
the one all-important thing is to have at hand a sate, efficient and
reliable remedy to ward off the trouble and danger ot such an attack.
For sixty years “ L. F.” At wood’s Medicine has been a household
standby for emergencies of this kind. It starts up the live r and
bowels, prevents congestion, etna restores the functions to their
normal condition. If you have never used it, get a 50 cent bottle
from your dealer, or write for a free sample to the
*‘ L. F .” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

“ Heretofore, ro'.cs never Listed me
: .ore than three months, because my
ork keeps me v ik ing constantly on
cement. Bat I have worn a pair of
Nfi-lin Soles now for more than three
month and judging ironi their present
e mdiiien, they will last three limes as
1ony. ” So rays G. L. Kerr, manager
of an automobile cryauization in
Geneva, N. Y.
Thus extra wear riven by Neolin
Soles not only makes the shoes soled
with them cheaper by the year than
other siioes. but the price you pay in
the hr-L place is sometimes less than
for shoes oi only ordinary wear.
You can yet Neolin-soled shoes in
many styles for every member of the
I'am'.’ y. Try these long'-wearing, cornf. rta.h! ■and waterproof soles on your
••vu s'rvs loo. Ad yowl :vo2;r snorr
!
• thorn. They are made by 'i hr
(.
or o -h
Rubber Co., of Akron,
to '. v fio a . . l a k e V tm'ioi Heels,

f l e o i i f i
U.

S. R.
D ire c to r
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R. A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
General of Ra ilro ads

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

F r e s h , r ic h , f u l l - f l a v o r e d t e a
— t h e s a m e e v e r y t im e
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T IM E T A B L E
Corrected to May 4, 1919
T r a i n s D a ily E x c e p t Sunday
F rom H O U L T O N
8.38 a. m .— F or Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
lomeston*- and Van Buren.
9.15 a. m.— For
Hansor.
P o r tla n d
and
l i<is tun.
11.45 a . m . — For Ashland. St. Francis. Ft.
Ki'iit, Wa shhurn. Presi/tit' Isle. V a n
Buren. via Si|tia Fan and M apleton .
1.30 p. m.— Fur l ' o v e r
F o x c r o ft , G r e e n 
ville, Hangul-, I ’oi'tlaml and Bos ton.
6.20 p. m. — Fur
Banp'or.
Portland
and
Boston. itniTet Sle epin g F a r F a rib o u

.o Boston

7.51 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield. Van Buren
Due H O U L T O N
3.30 a. m.— From Boston. Portland , Ban li"V BltTet SFepinp <'ar B o sto n to

Postum First Fotmd Favor

T E A ”is g o o d t e a '

In the Sm all Communities

Sold only in sealed packages
then in the cities, then in the nation’s great
m etropolitan centers, until tod ay it is d e
m an d ed everyw h ere, anc! sold everyw h ere,
as A m erica ’s greatest health drink for table
use. Y o u ca n get from y ou r grocer

H12,5

I 'a nloil
Van Buren. F arib ou , Ft.
Fa H'liel,
1.10 p. m.—1rum
-ton, Portland, B a n I 'uver
F o x c r o ft .
■anvil

9.H a . m. — Fn >

2.44 p. m.— F rom St. Fr ancis, Ft. K ent.
Van Buren. W a s h b u r n . Pr e sq u e Isle.
\ ia Squa 1’an
6.15 p . m . — From Van Buren, L im e s to n e ,
Fa ribou . Fort Fairfield.
7.48 p. m.— From Boston. Por tland, B a n tn >r.
T i m e table s g iv i n g co m p le t e i n f o r m a 
tion may be o b ta in e d at ticket otliees.
( ; Id ) Al. IP H : ( r I iT O X . General P a s s e n g e r
Aiaait. Bangor. Me.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

T h e O r ig in a l

O F F IC E

A T R E S ID E N C E

129 Main St.

POSTUM CEREAL

Houlton, Me.

NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Forner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

B o il it ju s t lik e c o f f e e
boilin g begins.

DR. L. P. HUGHES

15 m inutes after

Miss M uffet perched upon a stool
When Algernon returned from school—
“ I’ve learned,” said she, "for making bread
That Town Talk Flour is way ahead/ 1

It d ou bles the en joy m en t o f the m eal w ith
its richf invigorating flavor; and, unlike c o f
fee, it never upsets nerves, stom ach or heart.
C h ildren as w ell as g row n folks can drink
P ostu m freely.

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

There’s a Reason”

Ransford W. Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Maine
Piohate matters have Special
Attention

DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
D E N T IS T
Sincock Block

T w o S izes, u su a lly s o ld a t 1 5 c a n d 2 5 c .

j

TOWNTALK FLOUR

DR. W. B. ROBEN
O S T E O P A T H IC

P H Y S IC IA N

Suite 22, Mansur Block
Tel. 156

Houlton, Maine
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i this respect the example of her hus- ' him nuke of Corn-land. He rebuilt basest kind of slander. Decause the
band Napoleon 111, has been In ex- the historic castle at Milan, minis- war Is ever it does not follow that the
R O Y A L FORTU NE ; istenco since 1(592.
The principal ing :«- architect fount K.-strelM, .le- :-hno; ;
expenses of t!.-- Governm-nt
Kins Oeonre owes his private for- ! owner of the hank is Francis Monev slg.1- :• cf Lw or::;i
Wine - .win- ■
' to
>p. When t!i ct uflic? <;im"
J *T h L rL to to the sagacity of his Coutts, in whose favor the ancient at St. Petersburg, which figured so to a close it found an immense Amerthe Prlnce consort and Barony of Latimer has been revived ! dramatically in the overthrow of the lean Army overseas which had to be
I T t t . h rode^ e o f h i s grandmother, by the crown, after an abeyance o f! Czar in 1917transported back to the United States.
Oaeen Victoria From
the time of centuries. He inherited his holdings ! “ But Biren overplayed his
hand and ted and clothed in the meantime,
htemarriage until
the day of his from his aunt, the celebrated philan-.when he persuade t Anne, upon her It also iomul this Country with
bilt e t h he Invested nearly every cent thropist.
Baroness Burdett-Coutts, ! death bed, to make him regent until lions ol dollars in contracts which had
Of his British civil list allowance ot |whose American-born husband, Wil- the infant Ivan VI should come of to he carried out, to save trom tre*160000 a year in real estate in the liam Burdett-Coutts, M. P., formerly age. In three weeks he was deposed, mendous loss the firms which took
than’ uninviting district of South William Lehman Ashmead-Bartlett a His property was confiscated, includ- them in good faith. In other words
Kensington
Today it is one of the native of Brooklyn, still survices. ; ing diamonds estimated to be worth victory, as well as the war while in
smartest and wealthy quarters of the Lord Latimer is the great-grandson several million dollars, and he was progress, requires money, and this
British metropolis and the land most- of the celebrated banker, Tom Coutts, consigned to political oblivion tor glorious triumph ot right is worth evly held on 99-year leases is becom- who on one occasion when threaten more than 20 years, Catherine II re ervthing that it lias cost.
Th >re is intense satisfaction because
lag every day more valuable and also ed by old Queen Charlotte, in tht stored him as Duke of Courland. and
yields very large revenues.
The reign of George III, with the with when he died, nine years later, the the !oan will he much smaller than
id denied
denied him any dig originally anticipated.
Tin1 Govern
Prince Consort also established ex drawal of all her money account, in duchy which had
tensive whisky distilleries on his Bal- consequence of the radicalism of his nity in his youth and resented hb ment has successfully cut down e.\Moral estate in Scotland, which still son-in-law, Sir Francis Burdett, in being forced upon them by Anne, had ponses so that the amount of money
rewmtn a source of considerable pro- sisted upon the removal of her name come to regard him as a kind and necessary to pay off its hills is much
from the books of his firm within capable ruler.
less (ban was first estimated. The new
i t to King George.
loan
is to he for $4,500,000,000 a tretwo
hours,
and
absolutely
refused
all
!
“
This
same
palace
of
Aiitau
housed
Queen Victoria was also the recip
her
urgent
application
to
reopen
her
Louis
XVIII,
while
he
was
yet
Count
ient o f a number of very large be
of Provence, and for a period during
quests; in three instances from mil account.
his exile from France.
lionaire subjects, without any repre
Spring P r i c e s o n
“ Aiitau is more important histori
sentatives or legal heirs, who were QUEEN’ S F A V O R IT E
led by sentiments of patriotism and
RULED COURLAND cally than industrially. It manufac
loyalty, as well as by admiration for
Mitau. in Courland, is described in tured Hour, ink, soap, cotton and oil
her character, to devise to her for the following bulletin from the Wash (doth, and had a limited trade in
tunes. Then, too, Queen Victoria liv ington headquarters of the National grain and lumber before the world
Avar. It lies 29 miles hv rail south
ed well wllhin her means, and her Georgraphic Society:
west of Riga, in a fertile plain so
savings from her civil list were most
A German military order, the
ahly administered by the late Lords
low that it often is submerged and
Brethren of the Sword, later amalga
Sydney and Cross, who were her
occasionally the city itself is inundat
mated with the Teutonic Knights,
trusted counsellors in all business,
ed. Of its 40,000 population nearly
felt called upon early in the 13th
m m
Matters. Thanks to this, she was a b le ,
a fourth wove Germans, and the recentury to implant Christianity in
to provide very liberally for her fav
i mainder Jews, Letts, Russians and
Courland, of which Mitau later be
orite son, the Duke o f Connaught,
! Poles.”
aad to leave the bulk of her private:came the capitaI<
i
fortune entailed for the benefit of her
“ 0n an island in the Semgallar Aa. * ru r v i f T f t B Y 1 1RFRTY I ft AN
gmndson. King George, and for his 20 miles south of the Gulf of Riga,; i n t v l t I U R I LlBt.lv 1 I L I/A ll
The remarks one hears, now and
children.
the Bretbern of the Sword built a !
then,
that the forthcoming Victory
^iWzzz.0 /m m nil nthnr Ipalace in 1265 and three centuries
ta lo n In this respect that neither' later a town grew up there wbich be' ILibert^ Loan Wll! lag are decidedly
For information
a*
nnr the
tha mamhera
tbe seat of the dukes of Cour- them
lmpatriotic
an(I the
tbe right
Persons
who make
ho nor
members of
of the
the reienine
reigning,*cafile
^
have not
estimate
o{
teuae cost the British taxpayers
Telephone 277
the
underlying sentiments of the

CONSORT BUILT UP

PAGE THREE
mendous sum it must be admitted, but
vastly different from $6,000,Out),000
w bid! v a talked at (>:•<• time. The
;
ci
■-cst ,,1 o j ■: ,.t t, a.-tivc, this
being 4% per cent for a partially tax
exempt bond with the privilege of con
verting it at. a later date into wholly
exempt
per cent notes.

slate of excess National indebtedness
so that in the future current revenues
may take care of the expenses that
arise.
Just So

“ Why have words roots, pa?"
“ To make the language grow, my
There is to he no oversubscription child.'’
and if therefore, will he a case of first
come, first served. The term of ma
Color Sense
turity is to be four years so that, all
“ It says here that blind people can
in all, what is expected to lie the last he taught to distinguish colors by the
great popular loan in connection with sense of touch," said the Fat Man.
th<“ war is to be a decidedly attractive1 “ Well, that isn’t surprizing," re
one and everybody will welcome the plied the Thin Alan. “A fellow al
opportunity of assisting the Govern ways knows when he feels blue,
ment in its task of wiping clean the dosn't he?”
m

m

COAL

UM United Kingdom, and in his over- j Under the dukes of the Kettler line
eena dependencies, a single cent. On! Courland flourished and even acquir- jAmencan people- To glve out sucha
m J S Z S T S t o t Z n e , George, Ied an African and a W est Indian col- j f “
t:is to announce that the c.ttallowing the example of his father, |ony. But when Duke James, last of|Jzens of the United States; do not m-

F. A . Cates & Co.

B t w n l VII, and of his grandmother, i the Kettlers, died, there came an ad- ent ° pay
eir JUS (e H’ aIK
Qgoon Victoria, voluntarily
turned ! venturer, whose life story shoAvs h o \ v eryone n0'vs’ w en Pr e s e n e( 111 t 1S
light, that such an assertion is the
ever, for the term of his life, the easily Rasputins attach themselves

crown property to the national trea
sury, in return for a civil list.
When Victoria became Queen in
1*87, the revenues of the crown pro
perty about equalled the civil list
vpted to her and to the members of
their family by Parliment. Since then,
hy dint of careful management, and
also through the generous increase of
values, the income derived from the
crown property, the ownership of
Is vested in the sovereign, has not
Merely doubled, but more than tribled,
while the civil list has remained to
call intents and purposes the same. The
consequence is that the national treasnry Is a very great gainer by the
transaction.
Coutts bank, where King George
keeps his private account, as does also Empress Eugenie, following in

to the Russian court.
“ Ernest Johann Biren, grandson of
a groom, was expelled from the Uni
versity Koenigsberg. When he drift
ed back to Mitau one of his sisters
was a temporary favorite of Peter
Bastuzhey, minister of the Duchess
Anne Ivanovna, his mistress. Upon
this ladder of liaisons Biren climbed
into Anne’s attention and favor, be
came her lover, had Peter banished.
and when Anne became Empress of
Russia the debonair and handsome
soldier of fortune took up his abode
in apartments of the royal palace adjoining hers.
“ Nominally
grand
chamberlain,
Biren became a stop gap for royal
graft, and thus accumulated enormous lands, money and jeAvels. He
induced his imperial mistress to make

HOULTON
jrxai
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The Best Machinery Investment
You Can Make

Come in and see this
spreader.
W e want to
show you w hy it will do
better work, w hy it will last
longer than ethers, why it
will cost less for repa:rc,
and why it is easier to load
and operate.

Manure goes farther and
does more good when you
use a John Deere Spreader.
You can spread manure
evenly, heavy or light— no

Mounting the beater on
the axle of the John Deere
gives you a combination of
advantages you can't get
in any other spreader.

---------------EAGLE LAKE, MAINE---------------

Come in and know the reasons why there arc so
many satisfied users o f John Deere Spreaders.

SIX MILES FROAI R. R. BY MOTOR BOAT. EXCELLENT
TROUT AND LAND LOCKED SALMON FISHING.

We Have a Machine Set Up for Your Inspection

SEPARATE CABINS FOR GUESTS
TELEPHONE OR WRITE AND I WILL MEET YOU AT THE
STATION

James S. Peabody
H o u lto n .

416

EAGLE LAKE,

under-fertilized or over-fer
tilized spots.

Ask any user of the John
Deere Spreader, and he will
tell you it is the best ma
chinery investment he ever
made—not only because it
saves hard work and valu
able time, but because it
makes every fo rk fu l of
manure count for a bigger
crop yield.

M a in e

M A IN E
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Recent P u rch ases o f G arm ents at R e d u ce d P rice s E n ables

D. P. McLEOD
T o offer the season’s newest styles in Capes, Dolmans, Coats, Suits,
Dresses and Skirts at a Big Price Reduction
Silk Skirls at Special Low
Prices. Sec this new lino of
Skirts before
making- vonr
selection

Coats and Suits
$10.50 to $50.00 Garments now

$7.75 ° $42.50
$11.50 w

Capes and Dolmans

Hand Embroidered Undermuslins. Robes and Chemises priced
Special at
to ^ 0

New Lot Silk Dresses

$12.50 $25.00
Very Special Values
Silk Hosiery— Special new lot
lot at Y J J q a pair

This is

D.

your

P.

Petticoats— Silk or Cotton, new
line at reduced Prices.
New lot of Children’s Gingham

D
resses98c t0$2.50

opportunity to buy the season’s newest
Merchandise at very special prices

McLEOD-

Spring

THE STORE THAT SELLS "WOOLTEX”
COATS AND SUITS

WJ

HOULTON
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the following articles of food or places of business which are not re
and hand bags, on the amount in ex [cordials or bitters, anodynes, tonics, [each ten cents or fraction thereof of
[plasters, liniments, salves, ointments, ; the amount paid for any of the art drink are subject to tax within the garded as soft drinks or ice cream
cess of $7.50 each.
[pastes, drops, waters, essences, spir icles mentioned in Section 630. Each meaning of Section 630 of the Rev products or similar articles of food or
6— Portable lighting fixtures, in
enue Act of 1918.
All beverages drink within the meaning of Sectiea
Throe new varieties of federal cluding lamps of all kinds and lamp its, oils, and other medicinal prepara sale for ten cents or less is taxed one
when
compounded
or
mixed at the 630 of the Revenue Act of ninetee*cent,
and
each
sale
for
over
ten
cents
tions,
compounds
or
compositions,
taxes on merchandise became effect shades, on the amount in excess of
i
staxed
one
cent
for
each
ten
cents
fountain
such
as
organgeades,
lemon- j eighteen. Such beverages are exem(not
including
serums
and
antitox
ive last Thursday and many of the $25 each.
or
fraction
thereof
of
the
price
the
ade,
pineapple
juice,
coca
cola,
root plified by hot beef tea, coffee— hot,
ins.)
7—
Umbrellas,
parasols,
and
sun
retail stores throughout the country
tax is, upon tin* whole of the amount beer, nioxie, phosphates, fruit and j cold or iced tea, hot, cold or iced—
Ice Cream and Sodas
will become tax collectors for the gov shades, on the amount in excess of

LUXURY TAXES
IN EFFECT MAY 1

ernment. In all cases the merchants j $4 each.
are required by law to collect the j 8— Pans, on the amount in excess
taxes from the purchaser and turn ; of $1 each.
them in to the government.
1 9— House or smoking coats or jacThe tax on 20 classes of so-called j kets, and bath or lounging robes, on
luxuries will effect many consumers j the amount in excess of $7.50 i nch,
who purchase articles of better qual- ( 10 Men’s waistcoats, sold separaity. Another tax falls upon a long ! tely from suits, on the amount in exlist of toilet articles. The third tax, cess of $5 each.
which becomes effective on May 1, is
11—-W omen’s and misses’ hats, bonupon ice cream, sodas, sundaes, and ■nets, and hoods, on the amount in exsoft drinks mixed at soda fountains, cess of $15 each.
ice-cream parlors, etc.
12— Men's and boys’ hats, on the
Annoyance, Not a Burden
’ amount in excess of $5 each.
The tax on so-called luxuries was 12 -M en's and boys' caps, on the
the object o f a long battle in the last amount in excess of $2 each,
aeesion of Congress. The merchants
14— Men’s, women's, misses',
and
o f the country made strenuous efforts hoys’ boots, shoes, pumps and slipto have the tax repealed, claiming Ipers, not including shoes or applianthat it waa a tax on quality, and that |ces made to order for any person
all excuse for It vanquished upon the j having crippled or deformed foot or
signing o f the armistice. The tax is ankle, on the amount in excess of $10
not heavy, however, and will probably I per pair.
prove more of an annoyance than a
15— Men’s and hoys’ neckties and
burden. In fact, some merchants be- neckwear, on the amount in excess of
lieve that it will cost the retail stores $2 each.
mare to collect the tax than the gov- j 16— Men’s and boys’ silk stockings
Oiwment will receive in revenue. Ef- or hose, on the amount in excess of
forts will be made to have the tax $1 per pair.
repealed at the next session of Con17— W om en’s
and misses’
silk
gross, but tor several months at least stockings or hose, on the amount in
this tax will be payable.
; excess of $2 per pair.
Th® so-called luxury tax is levied a t ' 18— Men’s shirts, on the amount in
ths date o f 10 per cent, upon the j excess of $3 each,
f o u n t paid tor any taxable article j 19— Men’s, women’s, misses', and
In excess o f a specified price. For |boys’ pajamas, night gowns, and unfnstance, women’s hats are taxable : dewear, on the amount in excess of
s a any amount paid in excess of $15. j $5 each.
ThU If a woman purchases a hat fo r 1 20— Kimonos,
petticoats,
and
UB, she will be required to pay a tax waists, on the amount, in excess of
e f I f per cent o f $10, so that the hat $15 each.
vrtt cost her $26. The amount of the
After May 1 a tax of 1 cent for
tax will be stated on the price tick- eacb 25 cents, or fraction thereof,
Sts o f merchandise as a separate pa|d for varjous toilet articles must
U s * , so that the purchaser will al- be collected by the deaier from the
know how much of the price consumer> This tax
probabiy pe
represents the tax, and heavy (conected by means of internal revPMSlties are Imposed under the law enue stamps affixed to the article or
tor any misrepresentation of the tax. the container, and the purchaser will
tax on so-called luxuries la 10 j pay the regular price for the article
cent. “o f so much o f the amount ( plug the price of the stamp. The toifor any of the following articles j iet articles affected include the fola « Is In excess o f the price hereinaf- lowing:
ter apeclfled as to each article.
1— Perfumes, essences, exracts, toii—Carpets and rugs, Including fibre ]et waters, cosmetics, petroleum jelexeept Imported and American rugs Hes. hair oils, pomades, hair dressmade principally of wool, on t h e , ings, hair restoratives, hair dyes,
aarant In excess o f $5 per square tooth and mouth washes, dentrifices,

yssd.
j tooth pastes, aromatic cachous, toilet
I—Picture frames, on the amount powders (other than soap powders),
la excess o f $10 each.
or any similar substance, article or
ft— Trunks, on the amount in excess ! preparation by whatsoever name
•f ISO each.
; known or distinguished, any of the
4—Valises, traveling bags, su it ! above which are used or applied or
cnaea, hat boxes used by travelers, j intended to be used or applied for
and fitted toilet cases, on the amount toilet purposes.
la excss o f $25 ach.
t 2— Pills, tablets, powders, tinctures, I
$— Purses,

pocketbooks,

of the pri< e paid by the purchaser
At all soda fountains after May 1
when the pi-ice is paid at one time,
the consumer will be required to pay
though in payment for several artic
a tax of 1 cent for each Id cents or
les which are the subject, of a single
fraction thereof paid for soft drinks,
transaction of purchase' and sale tlm
ice creams, sodas, etc. This tax must
total price paid is th( ' unit for cornbe collected from the consumer by
put in.g tile tax .thus, i( tlie purchaser
the person conducting the soda foun
order s two sodas at the sanno time,
tain, ice-cream parlor or restaurant
('ach sold f<»r lifted) ecuts, the tax is
and in all eases the consumer will be
three eel it s and not four cents, if,
told the amount of the tax. On any
howcvet". lu■ buys on e so<la for fitsoda, sundae or similar article cost
toon C('Ut s. the tax is t wo cents and
ing 10 cents or less, the tax will be 1
if In1 then immediately purchases an
cent. On any soda or sundae cost
other fifteen rent drink the tax is two
ing between 1<> cents and 20 cents,
cents on the second sale which can
the tax will be 2 cents, etc.
not be treated as part of the first
The law requires that the tax shall sale. Any means by which separate
be collected “ for drinks commonly purchasers pool their order for the
known as soft drinks, compounded or p u r p o s e o f d e f e a t i n g or escaping the
mixed at such places of business, or tax imposed by Section 630, shall be
for ice cream, ice cream sodas, sun carefully guarded against by the ven
daes or other similar articles of food dor for its employment subjects the
or drink."
purchaser and the vendor if he con 
KATE OF TAX. The tax is meas
nives in it, to the penalties provided
ured by the price for which the food
or drink is soid. It is on the actual in Section 130S of the Act.
ARTICLES TAXABLE. Examples,
sales price at the rate of 1 cent for

SWHMWK3BC

W

t!a\oring svrups compounded or m ix-! buttermilk, milk, hot chocolate or
cd with cat donated water or plain coco a , hot clam broth, hot clam hiswatei, milk shakes in any torm, malt- ; quo, hot tomato bisque and hot to
t'd milk shakes in any torm, cream mato boullion. Xo tax applies on the
and egg shakes, iee-ereain, ice-cream .sale of beverages or drinks such as
sodas, ic('-(
sandwiches
er similar
ontainer in which case the mantthowever is
e<1 tO lie O'
trative of
joet to tax.
if any of tin' drinks or beverages

BEVERAGES NOT TAXABLE. Examities: There are certain drinks
which are often sold at soda fountains, ice (Team parlors or similar

, herein mentioned are compounded or
j niixed with carbonated water or extract or other ingredient at the foun

|tain, (hey are taxable beverages

Home Cured Meats
We have recently installed a smoke house in connection with our
Market for Smoking and Curing Hams and Bacon—and are prepared
to give prompt service for custom work.
Prices reasonable

M cGARY

BROS. — G R O C E R S

U n ion S q u a r e , H o u lto n , M a in e

Save

Save

Save

ON

P erry C o a l C o m p a n y

FUEL
Get the latest prices
Coal.

Presque Isle, Maine

WHOLESALE COAL

o r

Prices advance

M ay 1st

Anthracite and Bituminous

LET

This space contributed to the

US

QUOTE

citizens of Houlton tor the pur
pose of reducing fuel expenses
By

JAMES F. JACKINS
19 Main Street

Prices on all Coal to advance May 1st

Telephone 304-M

Office open evenings until eight o’ clock

417

shopping j troches or lozenges, sirups, medicinal j

Telephone 403-4
A W A A W W W A W W A W M V W V V V W V W W i*

FINISH THE JOB
♦Afi ^
II

O U L T O N never once during the war failed to perform her assigned part in any
1 undertaking.

She cannot afford now to fall down on this last V IC T O R Y

LIBER TY L O A N .
and amount.

To date our subscriptions are disappointing both in number

This is no way to treat our returning heroes.

Come on— Everybody

Houlton Liberty Loan Committee

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1919

UK

| The trotting horse industry in many of his associates have given wickedest rifle and machim gun fires deetis ot Solomon on bis tongue's end.
j on a man.
1 Maine, however, antedates Pelham him and each and one in > : tha' li 1 "•er f -j
!u
,
mg
along t
trench-'-, A *u;y of [ngerscl s lectures on h
earn-"
!
it
by
his.
daring
ler
d:
'
First Baptist
and Mac. It was started with a.) in
!' 1
:
ins:
i of ■
, c . bum’
!:
11 t.' . were in t"
!:
heritance had: of ii in 1822 a: Nor- .aid a cm ..; nci •.
G09H S t
always
ignored
the
order
to keep his Bible, is a very poor guarantee o
ridgewock where Lion was foaled. ti) “ The stories which are told of him
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor10.30 morning worship with sermon. He was bred by the Rev. Samuel B. by his men and his superior ofiicers head down. He walked erect and happy family life.
It seems most ot the time his head was above A Don't marry a man whose friend
13.00 .Bible School with classes tor Witherell, who also bred Witherell, are almost unbelievable.
impossible
that
a
man
could
take the the trench. If he came to a particu
the sire of Belle of Portland that trot
men and women.
larly bad mud hob', instead of wading smile at each other when his name i
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor, ted in 2.26 in 1861, while Belle Strick- chances he did and come out alive.
mentioned, and say. “ Well, we hop
7.0® gospel song service and sermon, land, 2.26, was also inbred to him. In ro it was at Bois deVille that
he through, he would climb out of the
trench
and
walk
along
the
top,
yet
lie will come out all right, but he •
3.00 Aftermeeting.
1829 Benjamin Hodge of Hallowe.il pulled one of the stunts
which won
he
(‘scaped
wounds.
sowing a few wild oats right no.-.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week purchased Lion and took him to Bos- him the admiration of all and demprayer service.
I ton, where he sold him for $400, a onstrated thathe was one of the men One of M ost Courageous Acts of W a r Remember that what is sown before
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even- > tremendous price for a road horse at who seemingly cared nothing for > Ot all the acts of daring deeds marriage is reaped after marriage. It
ing at the close of the regular prayer that period. There were no trotting shells, machine gun lire or any other which call for courage and absolute
will be v e r y awkward for you to be
tracks In Boston in those days but means of destruction used in war disregard of death, foolhardy nerve,
meeting.
Lion was raced on the road and de fare. The Boche, as the men of the it may be, none of the thousands obliged to reap that crop one of these
Pith'd tell the story, were laying a which were performed by American d a y s ; and if you marry him, you will
feated everything he met.
First Congregational
wicked barrage.
whirl)
completely soldiers in France will take preced
Fanny
Pullen,
the
next
fast
trotter
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
have the most of it to gather in.
by Winthrop Messenger, was foaled in cut off the front linos from the j)ost ence of one by Doan*'.
Morning service at 10.30.
■> The Germans had a series of ma
commander.
It
was
hot
work
and
1825
at
Anson.
She
reached
the
New
8 . S. at 11.45.
York tracks in 1835, when she won hai'd. At last it became absolutely chine gun nests which were raking
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
So cleverly
two
races to saddle over the 'short necessary for tbc major in (omniand the American position.
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
concealed
were
these
that
the o b s e r 
track at Harlem in 2.35. The follow- to know the exact condition in the
Evening Sevice at 7:00
vers
could
not
locate
them.
Holding
He
said
so.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening Ing year she finished second to Dutch- front lines,
tin'
position
depended
upon
locating
i
man
in
a
race
at
two
miles
in
5.17
*2
■■;>> “ I'll tint! out," said Iinane, and
at 7.45.
Doan*'
after which she was b^ed to imported with that In1 went out of the head and destroying those nests.
For more th;;n a century thus famous
Trustee. Her foal was also called quarters and went through tin’ bar climbed up on top of the trench and
Free Baptist
formula has been used by horse owners as an
stood
thcr*1
,
drawing
the
fire
from
1Trustee and was the first horse to rage to a point where he could m a k e
unfailing liniment in cleansing and healingRev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
the machine guns until the American cuts, scratches, old sores, galls and abrasions.
trot
twenty
miles
within
an
hour.
an
observation,
returned
and
report
Morning service at 10.30 A M.
observers finally located them,
and A safe remedy for sore shoulders, back or
His time was 59:351/fc while he also ed to the major.
i-eck, thrush, sprains and stiff joints.
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
the artillery went to work, putting
■V.' "They've got to have some help up them out of commission.
Young People's meeting 6.00 P M. won at four miles in 11.06.
Daniel D. Tompkins was the next there quick," said the major.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
H am ilton ’s
good trotter by Winthrop Messenger. ■v “ I've a platoon all ready to go, sir. (S Is it any wonder that they call him
Special music by choir.
He was foaled at Farmington in 1S30. if you'll give the command," was Devil Man Doan*.*?
Choir practice Monday nights.
In 1838 he defeated Rattler over the Doane's instant reply.
The order
All are cordially invited to come and
takes the soreness out of
Centerville Course at three miles in was given and in less than two min
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
MATRIMONIAL DONTS
bruises, reduces swellings; also
7.59 while he also won from Locomo utes he was leading the platoon
excellent
in treating frost
Tuesday night church prayer and
('/ Don’t marry the young man who
bite and burns.
tive and Fire King at two miles in
through that barrage to the relief of b av's his mother to find her way
pmlse Service.
5.11^. His greatest race was trot
Many Household Uses
the front lines.
home as best she can on a dark night,
Thousands
of
homes
are
ted to saddle at Philadelphia in 1839
while without thought or word of
never
without
Hamilton’.;
Methodist Episcopal
They went through.
when he defeated the champion Ed
Black
Oil.
Quick-acting,
apology to the old lady, he looks af
Military S t
convenient and effective for
win Forrest in a $5,000 match at (v It was a nerve-testing trip, but not
nny injury or ailment where
ter
you. One of those days when the
Mav. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
three miles in 8.07. At that time the a man quit, although a number "went
a liniment can bo used. Try it.
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
horse was owned by Wiliam Fetterell west." They got there and he helped novelty is worn off, ho will leave you
Sold by druggists and gen
The Sunday School at noon has or- of Philadelphia, where he afterwards throw back the German advance and to go alone as best you can, while he
eral ^stores on a positive satis
faction-or-money-back
guaran
seeks
his
enjoyment
at
the
club.
gaulstd classes lor men and women. appeared in several team races, his hold the position, so that the attack
tee. Price 30 and 60 cents.
Cf' Don’t marry a man who curls a
Junior League meeting and class for mate being Blanc Negre, a grandson failed.
Kimball Brothers &. C o., Inc.
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
of Winthrop Messenger, that was own- s) As though that were not sufficient scornful lip when religion and the
ENOSBURG FALLS. VT.
Spworth League meeting at 6.15 ed by C. P. Relf, who afterwards own- the Devil Man had to do something Bible are spoken of, and who has all
l
a
the mistakes of Moses and the misp.
ed and raced another grandson of more. A party of four Germans and
Praise and Preaching, at 7,00.
Winthrop. Messenger called Zachary an officer were making back to the
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and
y
■ W■■■■■■ ■*P1 ■ ■ ■ i n R T T R R T 1
m T T
Taylor, who defeated Tacony, Lady Boche lines. The four men were
chair master.
Suffolk, and Goliah, a half brother to carrying a stretcher on which was a
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
Mambrino Chief, and made a record wounded companion and they also
evening.
of 2.31 to harness and 2.29 to saddle. had along with them a prisoner, from
'
i Winthrop Morrill and General Knox I Co. “ We got to get him hack,"
L IQ U ID S erne/ PA STES • For B lack,W hite J a n
Christian Sclsnce
j pr0ved successful sires in Maine. yelled Doane, “ who’s with m e!"
and O x -B lo o d (d a rk brown) S h o e s *
Sunday Service at Sincock Hail, 11 j j j 0nest Harry was the fastest repre- Y? Without waiting to see whether
A. M.
Isentative of the former while General others were following or not, he
! Knox got the 2.20 trotters Camors rushed forward, yelling at the top
CRADLE OF THE TROTTER and Lady Maud, before Henry N. of his voice. Armed with only a pis
Smith purchased him for the Fashion tol, he raced toward the retreating
(By W. H. Oocher)
Stud Farm at Trenton, N. J. His sale Germans. A lieutenant and party of
Maine was the first state in which jn 1872 as well as the sales of Young men from his battalion were after
a successful effort was made to breed lRolfe in 1884 and Bingen in 1895 were him. but as they tell it. he was so
the trotter. In other sections where
^]lree most serious blows that the long-legged he outran them.
The
they appeared they were considered i dotting industry received in Maine, Germans saw him coming; dropped
accidents or what botanists term jw hile others took their places, none the stretcher,
abandoning
both
"sports” and those who wanted them j 0f their successors possessed the their wounded companions and the
were forced to "pick them out
in- , Sp e e d getting qualities which subse- prisoner, and ran for their own lines,
stead of selecting them on account of j qUent events showed each of these (v “ Look after that feller!" screamed
their breeding. In Maine, however, : horses possessed.
Doane, keeping on after them.
He
this was so well known that in 1853
__ v__.v . ^
chased the five men practically into
Sanford Howard of Boston said that n r y n MAM n O A N F
the German lines before turning back
"Maine has until within a few years, UC,VIL 1TIAn
and then made his way to the Amer
furnished nearly all of the trotting
O F C O . L 2 6 T H D IV IS IO N ican lines, the target of one of the
'T h e -F.F.DALLEY CORPORATIONS L IM IT E D . BUFFALO ; NEW YO R K .
stock, o f any note, in the country.”
Devil Man Doane is the name by
TMavw a » brought about by Alonzo which Irvin E. Doane Capt. of Co. L
Hayward going in 1816 to Oneida is known by the 26th Division, and,
County, New York, where he purchas- because officers and men fairly wor©d a son of imported Messenger and i shipped him for his marvelous nerve,
brought him to Winthrop. This horse j his unrecking daring, his magnificent
was named Winthrop Messenger. He j disregard of self and his absolutely
arrived four years before Maine was j heroic conduct, the name will probset off from Massachusetts as a sep ably be his for always. A writer in
arate state and two years before Bos the Lewiston Journal, after inter- j
ton Blue, a Maine bred horse, trotted viewing many of the officers of the i
the first recorded mile in three min 26th now at Camp Devens, writes of
utes.
Doane as follows;
j
Devil Man Doane
Winthrop Messenger died in 1834
before the fastest of his get appear <s? "It is not possible to write a story
ed on the New York tracks. A few of the 103rd, without saying a word
of his sons were, however, benefited concerning Capt. Irving E. Doane of
by
their performances while the Co. L. who has been in command
Maine breeders, who were looking for of the first battalion and is now in
speed, selected deseendents of t h e . France acting as an instructor, blit
"old white horse” to mate with the to do so would be to omit one of the
Drew, Eaton, Rising Sun, Brandywine, best men in the whole regiment.
Morrill, Hampton, Knox and Gideon ‘Devil Man Doane' is the title which
stallions that were scattered all over
the state and by so doing laid the
foundation which made the state fam CORNS PEEL OFF PAINLESSLY
ous throughout the land for the speed T h e re 's Only One Genuine C o rn -P e e le r—
T h a t ’s “ G e t s - I t ”
and stoutness of its trotting horses.
T h e r e 's o n ly o n e hap py w a y to get i i«1
The trotting horse industry in o f a n y co rn o r callus, an«l t h a t ’ s the
p a in le s s -p e e l-o f f w ay.
' 'G e t s - I t '' is the
Maine was started by Winthrop Mes on ly co rn r e m e d y in the world that dot's
it
th
at
w
a
y
—
e
ffe
ctiv
ely
,
th orou ghly .
senger and Improved by the two Mor W h y get d o w n on the floor,
tie yo u rs e lf
gan horses, General Knox and W in  up in to a knot, and have to fool with
“ p a c k a g e y ” plasters, g re a s y o in tm e n t s
throp Morrill, both of which were t h a t rub off, s t ic k y tape, and dig gin g
foaled In Vermont In 1855, while the k n iv es a nd scissors , when you ca n peel
off y o u r co rn or ca llus in one co m p le t e
climax was reached by Young Rolfe
when he got the champion stallion
Nelson. In the interval representativ e s 'o f Maine families were scatter
ed all over the country, a few of the
Drews being taken to California, Nabocklish, the fastest representative of
the Rising Sun family, to Illinois,
while Shepherd F. Knapp by the Eat
on horse was taken to Europe. He
won a race at Paris in 1864.
Before these horses appeared, Pel
ham drifted from Gardner on the
Kennebec river to the Long Island
drops o f *Get»-It'—Corn fi doomed.**
tracks, where in 1849 he reduced the
piece, p e a c e f u l l y a nd surely, w ith m a g ic ,
world’s record to 2.28 in a race with sim p le , e a s y " G e t s - I t ? ” It ta k e s 2 o r 3 j
Lady Suffolk, whose mark of 2.29% s e c o n d s to a p p ly " G e t s - I t ” ; y o u use 2 or \
3 drops, a n d t h a t ’ s all.
“ G ets-It" does ,
had remained unbeaten for four years. th e r e s t! G et rid o f th at c o r n - p a in at
o n ce , so th a t y o u ca n w o r k
y I
Mac, another Maine bred trotter, was w ith o u t c o r n to rtu re . Be s u reandto pla
use I
]
also prominent at that time. He was " G e t s - I t . " It n e v e r fails.
" G e t s - I t " th e gu a ra n t e e d , m o n e y - b a c k |
by Morgan Caesar out of a mare by c o r n - r e m o v e r , th e o n ly sure w a y, co s ts
Bash Messenger and was owned by b u t a trifle at a n y d r u g store. M ’ f ’ d b y
E. L a w r e n c e & Co., C h ica go , 111.
John MacArdle o f Albany. This horse
Sold in H o u lt o n a n d r e c o m m e n d e d as
e w o r l d ’ s b e s t co r n r e m e d y b y O. F.
won twenty-one races and made a re th
F r e n ch & Son, L e ig h t o n & F e e le y and
M
u
n ro e ’ s W e s t E n d D r u g Store.
cord o f 3.39 in 1993.
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CHURCH SERVICES

T r y This Great
Healing Liniment

BLACK OIL

PRESERVEtie LEATHER j
K EEP Y O U R SH O ES N E A T

“ Spoiling the
ship for a
penny’s worth
of Tar”
You know the old saying—
Don't let this happen to our
American Ship of State.
Our Country has never stood
higher in the eyes of the
world than it does today. A
place second to none among
the Nations has come to us—
a place in the sun calling
upon us Americans to be
teachers and exponents in
stead of followers.
VVe fought to make the world
a decent place to live in,
now we must pay to keep the
World a decent place to live
in—the eyes of all the people
are upon us, we must put
this Victory Loan over in
double quick time.
Remember. 4% 7c —a quarter
more this time, and with
America's whole resources
behind you. Do it now. Do
your bit toward steering our
American Ship of State to
ward the greatest smooth
sailing prosperity the world
has known—and finish this
war in a businesslike way.

SHOE POLISHES

I

Buy New

Save Money

BROTHERS

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Everything to
be Closed Out

IT S NOT*YOUR HEART
IT S YOUR KIDNEYS
id M rMRMttr of P«rmajorlty of the ills afflicting
pie today can bs traced back to
ney trouble.
»• kidney* ore the most Important
M » of tho body. They are the
irera, tho purlflors, o f your blood.
Mnoy disease la usually indicated by
xinoes, sleeplesaneea, nervousness,
pondenoy. backache, stomach trouniin la loins and lower abdomen,
i stones. gravel, Theumattsm, sciatica

lumbago.

H tboao derangements are nature’s
M is to warn yon that the kidneys
d kelp.
Yon should use GOLD
r u i . Baarlem OH Capsules imme

diately. The soothing, healing oil stim
ulates the kidneys* relieves inflamma
tions and destroys the germs which
have caused it. Do not wait until to
morrow. Go to your druggist today and
insist on GOLD MEDAL HaaTlem Oil
Capsules. In twenty-four hours you
should feel health and vigor returning
and will bless the day you first heard
of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil.
After you feel that you have cured
yourself, continue to take one or two
capsules each day, so aa to keep In
'first-dtass condition and ward off ths
danger of other attaoks.
Ask for the original imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Three slses. Money re
funded if they do not help you.

This Store for Rent

Fixtures for Sale

I

B E S T IN THE
LONG RUN”

HOULTON

-P A M MX

SURROUNDING

TOWNS

_ _

1

UITLETON

night.

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1919

A number of friends of Rev. and
CLASSIFIED ADS
Mrs. Cosman hung them a huge May
basket, filled with eatables, May first.
After the basket was received the See the Nice Line of Beads, fo r bead
ing, at Miss Millar’s, Mansur block.
friends were invited in for a social
19
evening, phonograph music and sing
ing were enjoyed by all, after which
refreshments of sandwiches, cake and W a n te d : A 7-Room house in good lo
cation in town. Address K. TIMES
coffee were served. Everyone went
Office.
home expressinv the desire to spend
many more such evenings at the par
sonage.
2 Rooms to Rent, Furnished or Unfurnished.
Mrs. A.
J.
Varney,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mooers and son,
Maple St.
if)
Ora, attended the services
at the
Baptist Church Sunday afternoon.
D riving
Horse
For
its
Mr. James Longstaff has sold the W anted:
keeping during the summer.
In
Peter Mooers farm to Marcus Leavitt
quire at TIMES Office.
19tf
of Hodgdon, who will move his family
there.
__^ __V-______

and
i
“ The
Mystery
Ship
News
•Hearsts
Animated Weekly
Mr. y i Mrs. Fred Logan and Mrs. [Reel.
Clara Logan of Houlton, were the
— 0— 0—0 —
guests o f L. F. Hall on Sunday.
i
* |inur|fc
Mrs. Don Bubar returned from DanLinnE.UD
forth Saturday where she spent sev- , ^ girl arrived at the home of Mr.
eral weeks with her parents, Mr. and and Mrs. Jas. G. Bither, on Monday
Mrs. Frank Smart.
'morning.
Mrs. Orle Tltcom left Monday f o r : Mrs. Jewett Adams returned last
Presque Isle to spend several days Saturday from a few weeks visit with
with her brother, Stanley Brown who her parents, in Washburn. Her sishas recently returned froih France, ter, Miss Harriett Bishop accompanMiles Libby has been confined to |jed her home,
his room for the past week by a seQuite a number from this place atMONTICELLO
vere cold which has developed into tended the play, “My Chum’s Sweet
Mrs. Cora Knight Clifford of Port
Mr.
and
Mrs. Rex Mills are happy
pneumonia. Mr. Libby is also suffer heart,” in Houlton last week.
son
at
young
Mr. Howard Tingley and family o f ' over the arrival of a
land, will speak Sunday evening. May
ing from severe pains in his head
and Dr. Mitchell has been called in Houlton, moved out to their farm their home Sunday,
consultation with Dr. Mann.
here last week.
j Mrs. C’hase and Mrs. Rolfe of Pres 11. at a Union Meeting in the MethMr. Alfred Hardy was quite ill a n d lQue j sie> are visiting
their
sister, odist Church. under the auspices of
. Friends o f Mrs. L. F. Hall will regraft to know she is In very poor i taken to the hospital in Houlton, last ' jy|rs Thos. Melvin.
the Houlton \V. C. T. U.
lealth, being confined to the house week.
Seal
Fred Cameron of East Cornish, is
The subject of her address will be
Mr.
Dean
Bither
left
here
last
week
by » severe cold.
in town for a week, calling on his
' George and Leroy Stone of Houl- with Mr. Van Tassel of Houlton, as many friends.
‘‘Organized Mother Love.” The or
to*, were the guests o f their broth cook for work being done along the
Rev. Bradford preached his fare ganization which she represents has
er. Jftmea, on Wednesday. They have B. &. A. line.
well sermon in the Baptist Church,
Mr. Fred Karnes spent last Sunday
recently been discharged from U. S.
Sunday, and 'will move this week to long struggled to protcet the home,
service.
in Haynesville.
the southern part of the state, where and all that
Christian
womanhood
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rus
Arthur Haggerty having received
an honorable discharge from U. S. sel. on Thursday, May 1st, a baby he has a charge.
holds
most
dear.
Mrs. Arnot Archibald still continues
service has returned to the home of girl.
Mrs. Clifford is a gifted and grac
Miss W illa Stewart is the guest of in a critical condition.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
her brother, Byron Stewart and fam
Harry Hartt is building an addi ious woman of wide experience and
tion on his barber shop to be used as
^ E S S t Hftggerty spent a tew days ily, Houlton.
is a gifted and convincing platform
Mrs. Harry Sawyer and daughter, a store-room.
with his mother, Mrs. Louise Hag
gerty, and then went to Bath, Me., Miss Annie, and Master Harley Stew
W e noticed
several
autos
from j speaker.
art of Houlton, spent Sunday here Mars Hill and Bridgewater, in town |
whan he has employment.
Oharles Morse has purchased the j with relatives.
Sunday enjoying the new state road, j During her stay in town she will be
Horace Austin farm near W iley’s Sid- 1 Many friends of Harry Bither are we only hope this road might con- j the guest of her son, Dr. G. P Clif
: sorry to learn of his s e r i o u s i l l n e s s tinue on to Houlton.
Jng.
ford, Court St.
ARwrt Sultter has purchased the j 0f pneumonia.
Misses Anna and
J. M. Foster and Herman
Shaw
raitdence of Chas. Morse.
;Ruth Davis, nurses from Houlton are
cars.
lav. Mark Turner arrived Thurs- jcaring for him. Mrs. Bither is also have new Ford
—0— 0—0—
dag to larva as pastor for the F. B. j very sick.
Abundant H ealth is assured when
ClMfuh. Mr. Turner comes well re- ; Mrs. Alfred Kelso of Houlton, was
LETTER
B
there is good blood in the veins.
commended and Is beloved by his fo r -■ town one day last week,
mar parishioners at Wytopitlock. The
Mrs. Avon Tidd went to Bangor Ralph Sullivan who received his dis Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine
charge at Camp Devens last week,
dMreh looks forward to a prosperous! last week.
paar.
! Mrs. B. K. Burleigh spent last Fri- spent Friday at the home of his to make good blood. Begin taking it
Tliere was a good attendance a t ; day with Mrs. Harriett Rhoda in grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Car now.
It is just what the system
penter.
tha 'regular prayer meeting on W ed - , Houlton.
! needs at this time and will do you
n u l l ! evening. At the business Mr. Horace Bither, Miss Annie
Mrs. Earl Adams returned Saturday
It waa voted to expend five Bither, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Jackins, from Milo, where she has been visit- {great good. Sharpens the appetite,
Mndred dollars in repairing j were here Sunday and Monday to see ing for several days
steadies the nerves.
ftfcjg parsonage. B. B. Lilley, J. A. their half-brother, Harry Bither, who
Miss Josephine
Carpenter
spent j
Sebiaaon, J. P. Tracy, Frank Griffith1i8 very sick.
the week end with relatives in Houl-1
ant the ppgtor were elected as a
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Ruth of ton.
j
CARD OF T H A N K S
ww ehtia tO look after the work. t Houlton, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Allan McLean is visiting at the ; I desire to express to my friends,
A t the regular meeting of Little- {Mrs. James H. Ruth,
home of his sister, Mrs. Willard Har- j my appreciation of their kindness
tea grange On Saturday evening, 1001
—0—0—0—
ris of Monticello.
{ and floral tributes during the illness
pntrane were present and 5 visitors, l
p a c t u n n rn n N
Mrs. C. O. Perrigo of Houlton, is j and death of my mother.
were Instructed in the
EAST HUDGDUN
ELIZABETH KIRKPATRICK.
the guest of her niece, Mrs. M. G. Car
and Mid degrees.
.
! Rev. Calvin Currie will preach at
19p
penter.
rp. B. B. Lilley Is confined to h e r ;
Union Church on Sunday afterWilliam Scott is spending a few
• kr U b u n .
„obn.
Rev. Z. M. Miller
| Mothers* Day will be observed at days in Pembroke, N. B. at the home
NOTICE!
Tba whole community was s a d d e n - ^ Union Church next Sunday, eve-J of his aunt, Mrs. Mary Sharp.
Beginning May 6th, I shall buy
to lean that Rev. Z. M. Miller had •ry 5 0dy come and honor your mother
Miss Marie Noonan, of Boston, is Sweet Cream for H. P. Hood & Co.,
md away on Sunday morning a t f A aon arrived at the home of Mr. visiting at the home of Mrs. Frank Boston, delivered at my market, 9
home of hia daughter, Mrs. J. A. jan(j Mrs. Eben Merritt, last Monday, Fitzpatrick.
Union Sq. For prices and particulars
w. Funeral services were held a t ; Aprn 28.
Rev. H. O. Cosman of Ludlow held call and see me, or 'phone 367M.
F. B. Church on Tuesday, P. M. at j Mr.- Ralph Tompkins was the guest services at the B school house on Sun- Cary Taylor, Cash and Carry Market.
OM o'clock, conducted by Rev. H. H. 0l>
cousin, Mr. John London, Sun- day evening.
219

W. C. T. U. UNION MEETING

2

»

Ooeman assisted by Rev. Mark Turn- da7.
«r.

! Mr. and Mrs. Elias Eagers were the
—
® M—
i guests ,of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred HenflA K P IF L D
idarson, at Green Road, N. B. Sunday.
! Mrs. Joseph Aucoin spent part of
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bishop, Mr. and'last Week with her mother, Mrs. ColMrs. N. W . Oerrish, 8 argent V ern ! ton, in Johnsville, N. B.
BeutiUer and wife, returned from a
jyf|gg j)Uff 0 f Houlton was visiting
woek’a trip to Bostoni W ednesday,) her sister, Mrs. Alvin Benson, part of
where they went to see the parade of ia8t week.
the 16th Division. Sargent Boutilier
Mr. and Mrs. George McNerlin and
stid Qenish took part in the parade.! a number of relatives from Maxwell,
Private Paul R. Lougee, William IN. B. attended the funeral of Mrs.
Batehelder, C. Kinney, James Swal- Fred London, last Wednesday.
tew, William Lawton, JBari
u u y , Ml89 Elva Tompkins of Houlton,
Earl and Guy
WUUams, returned this week from 8pent the week end with her grand-

Lieut. H. J. Carpenter, recently dis
charged from U. S. service, at Ayer,
Mass., is visiting at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W . N. Carpen
_ is uncertian, b etter take a
ter.
Policy w ith the good old r e li
—0 — 0 — 0 - able Equitable L ife Assurance Society
T H E O . J. F O X , Agent

L IF E

HODGDON

The ladies aid’ of
the
Methodist
Church will serve supper and hold an
apron sale at the Town Hall on Fri
day evening, May 9th.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

CLASSIFIED

Second G irl W anted at the Aroostook Osgood's Hand Made Rings
Hospital.
15tf , cause they EXCEL.

CAUTION

JACKINS & JACKINS

Globe Laundry of Portland

Dalton & Leighton’s Barber Shop

A t Temple Theatre Every

Thursday

Sell

Have Your Old Style
L T „oyA Usgood.
V 4 L C S tarke>',s
M « ‘ S tic e r' ju st p u t, th e
to suit your owTn hIdeas
finiaViincr
finishing touch r»n
on smoked beef,
bacon etc.
Girl W anted For General Housework.
Mrs Leonard A. Pierce, Main St.
Potato Ground To Rent.
Inquire of
lOtf
Frank Ketchum, North Road.
216p
Girl W an ted : Capable
fo r
General
B a rre tt— Scalp
T reatm en t,
housework. Apply to 1’ TIMES Of Miss
Shampooing
and
Manicuring.
Bowfice.
doin St., tel. 121-1.
Houlton Flour and Feed M ills (T h e
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470 W anted: Capable G irl or Woman for
work in family of three. Must be
\V. E. Carr, Prop.
good cook. Telephone 46.
18tf
Capable Girl W anted
fo r
General
housework.
Inquire Mrs.
W.
B. W hy W a it For Days to Spectacle Len
ses replaced.
Osgood can furnish
Gibson, Court St.
118p
any Lense needed within Two hours.
For Sale Cheap— A second hand open
riding wagon, in good
condition. Maple Spring W a te r is Being Used by
many people at this season of the
17tf
Inquire L. O. Ludwig.
year. Leave your orders at the
TIMES Office.
Position W anted by a W oman of E x 
perience, in store or office work Ad
T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all machines
dress A. TIMES Office.
as well as Carbon Paper made by
Webster— There’s none better. Cafll
A Capable G irl For General House
or send to TIMES Office.
work in a family of two. Apply to
Mrs. Frank P. Clark. Tel. 108-12.
Lost: May 1st. a Solid Gold Brooch
pin, between Union Sq. Hotel aa«l
Public
Auto: Beginning
May
1st.
Market Sq. Finder pleace leave at
Rates as follows: Square to either
TIMES Office and receive reward.
Depot, 15c; within limits of town,
15c. H. J. Blair.
218 ________________________________
lkp
For
Sale— P u U m a n ~ 5
For A ll Kinds of Mouse P ain ting or Autom oble
passenger touring car, in first-class
Papering, call or telephone J. W.
shape. Special low price for quick
Conlogue, Pleasant St. Tel. 144-3.
sale. L. L. McLeod, 5 Hey wood St.
tf
or Main St .store.
2 lt
Subscriptions fo r any M agazine or
Babcock
Newspaper may be left at the F or Sale — A Second-hand
driving wagon.
Good for mud
TIMES Office, where the lowest
wagon. No room, reason for sell
price can be obtained.
ing. J. L. Wilson, 26 Highland Ave.
A Capable G irl W an ted to do House- j
Houlton, Me. Phone 214-2.
llfp
work in private family or on a , 0 „ Hand at Bryson', M ill:"l)7 ip Sidfarm or both.
Apply to Summit i ing Hardwood flooring, molding,.
Lumber Co., Davidson, Me.
spruce sheathing and flooring, window finish, cant-dog stocks and
Storage Room, dry and safe place fo r
whiff el trees, neckyokes, all finish
furniture can be obtained by apply
ed in native wood. Prices right 144C
ing to Frank L. Rhoda. Tel. 206-4,
or D. C. Libby. Tel. 462-5.
Farm F o r Sale, 50 acres in L ittleto n ,
_
| about 15 acres cleared, balance ia
Old C arpet Made Into Rugs. I w ill
take orders for the New England {
Rug Co. until July 1st, 1919. Phone
or write, Roy E. Pond, 23 Elm St. !
Houlton, Me. Phone 363W.
416p !

lumber. Near to school, stores ami
R.R. siding, on road to Presque Isle.
House alone worth twice what is
asked for the whole farm. Address
"B.” Times Office.
ISM

Plym outh
Rock eggs for
Teachers of high, grade, or mixed Barred
hatching, $1.00 per setting. Cockschools, desiring to make a change
rel took Blue Ribbon at Poultry
of position should write at once to
Shows in Bangor and Portland. Ad
The H. W . Mann Teachers’ Agency,
dress Maxine Brown, Ludlow, Me.
53 Court Street, Auburn, Maine. No
_
37p
charge whatever unless position is
secured
418 Lost— A pr. 22nd. somewhere between
For Sale: 1 Double row P lan ter Jr.
Horse cultivator; 1 Columbia Seed
Planter, plants two or three rows
at once— single horse, sow any kind
seed; 1 double horse broad caster;
One 8 foot Drag leveler; 1 Acme
Harrow and leveler; 1 Disk Harrow
and
leveler; 1
One-horse
Sprayer; 1 horse weeder; 1 Spring
Tooth Harrow; 1 Horse Hoe;
1
Horse spade. Inquire of Wm. A
Purinton, B. & A. Freight Office.

In the D is trict Cou rt o f th e U n it ed Sta tes
f o r the N o rt h e rn D ivis io n o f th e D i s 
trict o f Maine.
In B a n k r u p t c y
In the m a t te r o f
I
Miles Oruukill
In B a n k r u p t c y
B a nkrup t. 1
said
Miles
To
t lie
cre d ito rs
of
county
of
Ooodall o f Oakfield in the
A r o o s t o o k and D is trict a fo r sa id , b a n k 
rupt.
N o t ice is h e r e b y giv e n th at on the
1st day o f Ma y, A. D. 1919 the
said
Miles G oo dall
was
du ly
a d j u d ic a t e d
b a n k r u p t a nd th at th e first m e e t in g
of cr e d ito r s will be held a t the office o f
Fd w in L. Vail, in H oult on. o n th e 7th
day
of
June.
A.
D.
1919 at 10.00
o ' c l o c k in the fo re n o o n , at w h ich
tim e
the
said cr e d ito r s m a y
attend ,
pr o ve
th eir claim s, a p p o in t a trustee, e x a m in e
the b a nkru pt, a nd tr a n s a c t such
o th e r
busin ess as m a y p r o p e r ly c o m e
b e fo r e
said m eetin g.
D a t e d a t H o u l t o n , May 1st, 1919.
E D W I N L. VAIL,
R e f e r e e in B a n k r u p tcy .

Houdini at Temple Theatre. Thurs
day.

the Grange Store and B. & A. sta
‘ tion, or in B. & A. station, a pack
1 age containing, dress goods aad
i trimmings and waist pattern. Will
| finder please leave at TIMES Of
fice, or telephone 829-25.
llfip

|
j Farm F or Sale—-160 Acre Farm , cute
1 50 tons hay, pasture for 30 head ef
cattle, smooth
fields, free
from
rocks, 1 1-2 miles from village, aid
R R. station. Telephone and R. F.
D., 10 room 1 1-2 story house, bara
40x84 feet, spring water in build
ings. This
farm is located ea
main road, buildings all in good re
pair and all connected. This Is aa
elegant farm home>
the
owner
wishes to retire from farming aad
if sale can be made at once, will
take $4000, including all farm ma
chinery $2000, part down, bal. on
easy terms. This is a rare bar
gain. For sale by L. A. Brooks,
Real Estate Agent,
South Parte,
Maine.
415
Auto L ist F or 1919. A list of State ef
Maine
Automobile
Registrations
giving name of owner, license num
ber, style of car, and manufactur
er’s number, also trucks and moter
cycles, will be published during the
coming year. This list will be is
sued
monthly at a subseriptien
price of $5.00 for the twelve num
bers or 50 cents a single copy. Antomoblists,
dealers, and
garage
men will undoubtedly appreciate
this service and avail themselves of
the opportunity to secure copies.
No list was available in 1918. The
edition, we understand, will be
limited and sent only to subscrib
ers.
Orders may be left at the
TIMES Office.

Help W anted
TO

C le a n -U p
Town q f Houlton
~

------------

T H K ------------------------------------

Commencing Monday, May 12
For Six Days— Get Busy
Everybody work— Commence Monday, clean-up Attic,
Cellar, Sheds, Outbuildings, see that your yard is as clean
as your neighbors. Watch for Waste Paper— Have child
ren help. Gather up the WASTE RUBBISH and have it
placed in bags or barrels between the sidewalk and street
in front of your premises. The Town Teams will serve
those who cannot afford the expense of hauling, but the
Rubbish must he ready Friday morning as the teams will
go over your street but once.

Don't
F o r f« t Y o u r
B oot

F r ie n d

on

Modiar’s Day
Tie MSfae *•«•« that on this noble
!2 S "

n

t

u

a

o

a

t

a

BOOTS-—1Thorssrs many inexpensive
vaiictiMto choooefrom. For thoaewho
spend » little more we suggest
las queen ef afi flowers ■Araarlean B ssutiss— withlongstems.
M M O P L O W I R S ftafeilMto w Grow*

Place Your Order
N ow for
Sunday, M ay 12th
My Greenhouses are full of choice blooms, all reasonably priced. When
these are gone I will have to ask more for imported flowers. SO ORDER
EARLY AND SAVE

C H AD W ICK

No jail strong enough to hold him
you cam see this Handcuff King as h
performs and exposes some of
great tricks— shown every Thursday
at Temple Theatre beginning this week

Be-

Fountain Pens at Osgood’s. W e R epair House fo r Sale: Inquire of D r. P. M.
Pens too.
Ward, office Dunn Furniture
Co.
----------- ---------------------------------------------- — i Block.

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors

Will the party who took the trouble
to remove the steel scraper from its
winter quarters under the ball stand
A
Wedding Reception
! ^ redding reception was given Mr. i at the HoultonAgricultural Society
s
mother Mrs. John London.
and ^Irs Clarence Currier on ^ ^ d - park,kindly return
it, asit is needed
Franca.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Reese of Houl- Pef day eveniaK ,at the home of the ; now for use on the park, and it may
Mr. Robert Tldd returned to Niag
save further trouble.
ara Falla, Tuesday night, after a vis ton were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. i^ | d e s p^Tfnt.s’ Mr‘ a n d .f Il,s‘ .^ar.ry save
If at home for two weeks.
Robert Henderson, Sunday.
\Ulson.
* house " aS
,n‘
Mrs. Fred London
I vited quests.
Mrs. W. E. Mathews spent Satur
REAL ESTATE WANTED
This place was saddened by the
Mr. and Mrs. Currier received many
day and Sunday at her home, return
We have cash customers who are
ing U> Houlton Monday evening to re- sudden death of Mrs. Fred L o n d o n , 1beautiful gifts of cut glass, china, linher duties at the High School. which occurred last Monday, April j en and silverware. The bride also re- anxious to buy at once the following:
At the Baptist Church, the Univer- 28th. Mrs. London has been sick dur-! ceived $110 in money from her fath- A Sm all Farm N ear Houlton All
and Baptists united, Sunday ing the winter, but was seemingly{ er, and several others gave smaller I equipped. Price from four to six
sight, In a special patriotic service j gaining her strength again. She hadi amounts.
Delicious
refreshments
thousand dollars.
behalf of the returned soldiers, been subject to asthma, she took a were served, and the guests departed A Small Bungalow W ith Sleeping
leaving best wishes.
Sargent Boutilier gave a very inter- {sudden attack and passed away.
room and bath on the first floor.
_ talk of his experiences on the , she leaves to mourn her loss, a
Mrs. Currier is a graduate of R. C.
Price from two to three thousand
item front where he was severally kind husband, and four children. The I., and has been a very successful
dollars.
xvwmded. He spoke in glowing terms funeral services were held in Union school teacher.
Tell
us about any Real Estate that
o f the splendid services rendered to ■church, Rev. Henry Speed officiating,
Mr. Currier is a successful farmer you wish to dispose of quickly.
the boya at the hospitals and by the j
—0—0—0- ~
of Littleton, where they plan to re
Salvation Army, Red Cross, and oth- 1
side.
e f organizations. Many other s o l - ;
LUULUW
dlar boys present gave brief talks of j jyjr amj yirs James Hagan of Houl19 M A IN ST.
tht Americans drive at the Huns, j ton visited Mr R
H
Thompson,
Houdini at Temple Theatre. Thur
Office open evenings until
eight
which result Is . well known.
IThursday.
day.
o'clock.
Phone :U)4M
Mr. Norman Clark and Miss Beat- 1 ^jr and ^ rs Samuel Morrison and
Hen Van Tassel, two popular young family visited Mr. and Mrs. Perley
people o f this town, were united in Stevens of Houlton, Sunday.
marriage by the Rev. W . H. Whittier,
Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens of Houlton.
on Thursday night, May 1st.
The Senior class play by the Island called on friends here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson arc
Falls High School, entitled, “ No
Treepassing” at Martin’s Theatre, rejoicing over the birth of a son
We are agents for this hrmnin - t h e hugest and he-t in
Saturday night was a grand success. which occurred at the Aroostook hos
Maine.
Prices reasonable.
Laundry goes on Tuesday and
Many out of town peope attended the pital, April 30th.
Pvt. Earl Tidd of Company L has
play.
returns
an
S;\turda\
.
Tuesday night at Martin’s Theatre, received on honorable discharge and
Douglas Fairbanks, in his famous ’•eturned home.
Pvt. H. Hastings MeGown who has
production “Wild and W ooly”— W ed
nesday night, Kultur, by G l a d y s been at the Canal Zone for several
69 M a in S tre e t
Brockwell, In “ Who Started the W ar.” months, has received an honorable
Don't miss this production. Friday discharge and has arrived home.

ADS

Suggestions for the Prevention of Fires—
Ashes Keep them in metal receivers, never in wooden
barrels or paper boxes.
Chimneys Keep them clean, have them examined
occasionally.
Gasoline Always dangerous. Do not keep it in the
building.
Electric Irons Turn off current when ironing is done.
Parlor Matches Don’t use them; safety matches prevent
fires.
Stove Pipes Run direct to brick; never through wood.
Rubbish—Do not allow to collect; send to dump.
PICTURES
TAKE Pictures of the cleanest and dirtiest places in
Town and send us a picture of the dirtiest places in
find.
FRANK A. PEABODY
HOWARD WEBB
ROBT. M. LAWLIS
Selectmen

HOULTON
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Don’t forget the Rally at Woodmen
of home at the end of the war?
UNITARIAN CHURCH
IHall.
Refreshments of Ice Cream,
Or is it—
Sunday, May 11th, 1919, sermon at
Cake and Punch.
Also, a musical
a hy k d
™
— the glorious thing that an unen
program, on Friday evening, May 9 th .! ^ 30 ^
Re; - Fra“ k
GHmore,
vied
American youth found in France
■? o’clock, free to all.
i f * W k - Sunday schot)1 at 1145
in the midst of battle, the thing that
The Aroostook Holstein Breeders’
brought him all that’s really worth
; Asso., in conjunction with the Hols^ ^
Houdini at Temple Theatre, Thurswhile? Is it that?

Lillian Gish and Robert Harron are
in it and the great creator of “ The
Birth of a Nation,” “Intolerance,”
“ Hearts of the World” and “ The
Great Love” with his magic has wov
en around them a motion picture
story that takes its fit place among
Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg returned h om e;
tein Freesian Asso., of America, are
the
photoplay masterpieces that will
from Boston Saturday.
day.
D. W . Griffith has that answer for
live forever.
Coming to the Dream
T. J. Pox w as confined to his home ; Wm. C. Clifford, yard master, and conducting a campaign of publicity; Great Excitement Caused by Crook
you in his newest production.
jn Charles Ray’s N ew Photoplay
May 15 th.
a . y , i „ t week, enffering from , brakeman, Harry Sowers, of the B. 4i in regard to food values of dairy proThere was much excitment in the
j.
j A. force, are in Bangor on business. ducts. A very attractive window in

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

AT THE DREAM

* j> O. Orcutt of Portage Lake, has
Miss Edith Shea returned last week the Putnam Hardware Co’s, store will city of Sawbert today owing to the
been spending a few days in town from an extended trip to New *ork explain why milk, cream, cheese, etc . remarkable expose of Kendall Reeves
will reduce the cost of living,
the galoot that has been trying to
with his son, F. O. Orcutt.
and Boston.
—<
£
swindle
our respected citizens and
The complete Electric Light and
Mrs. Hubert Smith of Fort Fairfield j Henry Wright, one of the promi
Power Plant
I
MRS.
HANNAH
CHALMERS
our
revered
mayor,
Lott
Morris,
with
n e n t 'several days in town last week nent business men of Oakfield was in
i
“Aunt
Hannah”
Chalmers,
as
she
a
scheme
to
can
the
string
beans
in
Simple
in
construction,
durable, de
mi. the home of her father, Mr. Nelson town on business Tuesday.
pendable and efficient in operation.
i
was
familiarly
known
to
the
resi,
community.
' Herrin
' S* A‘ Bennett> Supt- of the G‘
100,000 satisfied u se rs
Bernard Archibald D. D. G. M. and ' Richards Co., returned home Monday j dents of Houlton where she had con- I G tbe title applied to some of the
Iducted a boarding house on Pleasant human vegetables that fail to pay
PM
A. K. Astle, left Monday for from a business trip to Boston.
PortUnd to attend the Masonic Grand
The next meeting of Monument j street, for more than 50 years, died ; be*r subscriptions, we would have
1null*
[Lodge, No. 96 F. & A. M. will be the j Saturday evening, after an illness of i n°thing to say other than “ can ’em
|two months which followed an acci- jan(*
k Quick. They’ve been stringDr L S Young ot .Ft. Fairfield, regular meeting on May 14, 1919.
lls l°n£ enough.” But we all
tpont the week end In Houlton with j The Ruth Study Club will meet ident in which her hip was fractured,
U i family who are ylalting at the i with Mrs, Alex Cumming Wednesday, j during which time she has been a j knew, in our sober senses that this
FRANK R. BLAKE,
|patient sufferer.
jStiing bean idea was the bunk as they
_____of her son ata.
ip - M • at her home on Charles St.
17 Franklin St., Bangor.
w nuam O'BrUn who has been j Mrs, Harrlette Hume arrived In j Mrs. Chalmers was bom in G a g e -say *n Peoria.
Sweden St., Caribou.
U afitof crooofng at Sherman Station .town Monday, called home by the town, N. B. in 1843 and came to Houl- j This is the plot of Charles Ray's
tho E l l tor the paat 7 months |death of her aunt, Mrs. Hannah Cha - ton with her parents, the late Deacon jnewest Paramount picture which will
Elisha Ebbett and wife— at the age jbe shown at the Dream theatre next
returned to Houlton tor the sum- mers.
J. K. Plummer and family who have of 15 years.
i Thursday.
Go and learn all about
been
spending
the
winter
in
Boston,
In
the
late
60’s
she
was
united
in
the
string
bean
cannery that didn’t
Mr. ad Mrs. Ora Gilpatrick, and
are expected home the last of the marriage to the late Volney Chalmers get started. It’s a humdinger of a
•Mia. Rax Qilpatrick and children are
and removed to the house on Pleasant picture and you’ll never forget it.
thctr house on North street tor week.
Mrs. Henry K. Brodubry of Van street where she has since resided. Douglas F airbanks Has A n o th er Big
Success in “ A rizona,” H is New
K ir. A. M. Thompson* pastor of the Buren, was in town Monday to attend
For 50 years or better, “Aunt Han
the funeral of her aunt, Mrs. Han
Oeegmsalkaiai Church, left Monday
nah” kept a home for hundreds of
Photoplay of the Southwest
1or Auburn to attend the annual con- nah Chalmers.
young business
men, professional
Douglas Fairbanks, the ever popuN. C. Estabrooke has purchased
t u n e a ...
the house on Heywood street, from men and students, a home in every iar Artcraft star, scored another sue

DELCO-UGH T New England
O r d e r

o f

Protection
A reliable fraternal, beneficial
non-Sectarian,
Non-Politipal
Society, admitting both mea
and women on equal terms rad
adequate rates. Record, cov
ering thirty-two years in the
six New England States shows
every valid claim paid prsmtiy-

At The Dream
W eek o f May 5, 1919

Horace Kelso o f ths P. O. force was
fiM U tvtiBt T o l Frank Skofleld on
the Parcel Ppst team several days
Mat week during Mr. Skofleld’s ill*
'•ueee,
’f••
Commeuclnf; ' list Saturday the
l u t e will doss, ever? Saturday at
I t o'clock noon. Don’t forget to do
year banking on Saturdays before 12

Mrs. Hazen Chandler, and will take sense of the word, always taking a [cess when his latest photoplay, “Aripersonal interest in her boys as she j zona,” a screen version of Augustus
immediate possession.
Mrs. Albert Silliker, who has been called them, a woman possessing Thomas’ famous play will be presenttaking care of her father, R. H. many beautiful traits of character shejed at the Dream theatre, May 13, for
endeared herself to a large circle of the first time in this town. Of course,
Grant, returned to her home in Phila
friends.
there was never any doubt but that
delphia, Monday evening.
During
the
past
20
years
her
only
this play was an ideal vehicle for
Serg’t Douglas McNutt, 303d F. A.
arrived home Monday, after a year’s |sister, Mrs. Churchill, has made her the screen, but with Douglas Fair
service overseas, he also has re Ihome with her and as age advanced banks, in the leading role of Lieut.
4frtock.
}and the cares of her large home grew Denton, there are no adjectives that
Mrs. Arthur Welch, who before her ceived an honorable discharge.
Christian Science services held [ burdensome her nephew, E. E. Chur fittingly describe the charm of the
'Marriage w ir Miss Flora Barrett,
chill and wife, took over the active picture, its thrill, its tremendous sus
wjbo la visiting her parents in Bridge- each Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock work of the house.
pense, heart interest and dramatic
Hall,
May
11th,
Subject:
“
Adam
and
Mater, was in town .Saturday calling
All through her illness the best of qualities.
Fallen Man.” All are welcome.
wa her friends.
This picture will repay anyone’s
For the benefit of those wishing care was afforded and the tender
r. J. Bolen, left Thursday for
care of her devoted relatives made time in witnessing it as it offers
Books
from
the
TIMES
circulating
on business connected with
her last days as comfortable as pos clean, clearly defined, artistic and
__ new Opera House, before return- library, the office is open every Sat
purely American drama by a master
sible.
< Mg he spent a few days at his old urday evening from 7 to 9 P. M.
It is a departure
for
Friends of Mrs. J. H. Shields, Flor
She was a good woman, a splendid dramatist.
fcaae in Portland.
Douglas Fairbanks, but it is another
ence
Ave.,
will
regret
to
learn
that
neighbor
and
friend,
and
nobody
was
n
Hibbard Bros, propr’s of the Ban
evidence of his versatility.
gor S t Oarage. haVe done a line bus!- she was obliged to enter the Madigan ever turned away from her home
when in need of sympathy or material D. W . G riffith ’s G reat Story of V ic 
during tile past two weeks, plac- hospital last week for treatment.
SergL
Jack
Tenney
who
has
been
aid—
and her death will be keenly felt
tory
a large number o f Chevrolet cars,
overseas, a member of the Head by all who knew her and loved her.
•everal Mitchalls.
If You Had Just One W ish
Her sister, Mrs. Churchill is the on
Mr. Carieton Hutchins and family quarters Co. 303d F. A., arrived home
What would you ask for if the gods
ly surviving member of her family, decreed that the one thing you want
left Thursday fo r BHdgewater, Me. to Monday accompanied by his wife.
Mrs. Horace Hughes left Tuesday several nieces and nephews also sur
. M bs up their : new residence. Mr.
ed you could have?
llatektee havtojf purchased an inter- morning for Augusta, where she will vive her.
You’d want the greatest thing in
attend the spring meeting of the
*" get In the Bridgpwater Drug store.
Funeral services were held, Monday j life, wouldn’t you?
1
h. a Purington, the please you” State Federation of Women’s clubs. afternoon, from the Free Baptist
W ell, what is the greatest thing in i
Louis McQuade, 303rd F. A. ar
«lothler, has just installed a hand*
Church, conducted by Rev. E. C. Jen- [life?
;
rived
Monday, after receiving an hon
•sue quartered o ik cap cabinet to
kins, pastor, with burial in Ever- j Victory? Money? Love? The Dis
orable discharge at Camp Devens
ade already fld«iy equipped store,
green cemetery.
tinguished Service Cross? The Sight
where he was assigned after landing
. lid s cabinet was made to match the
from overseas duty.
|
eabinets previously installed.
Hazen
Nevers
and
family
arrived
j
U eu t H. J: Carpenter Co. M—103rd
la t, arrived home Friday having fln- home Saturday from Norway. Me., |
. tshed his military service and has re* where he has been teaching, and he j
eafrad his honorable discharge. He assumed his new duties at the First j
j
aebamfeautod try his wffo who National Bank this week.
Miss
Florence
McPartland
who
is
has been in Boston since he landed.
The B. B. Wentworth Corp. is hav studying nursing in the Massachusing the interior of their local show etss General Hospital, Boston, arriv
Perry’s is becoming a household w o r d
for
rooms re-tinted and have also placed ed in town Tuesday for a short visit
e g attractive sign over their door. at the home of A. Chamberlain, Court
Mr. Harrison, the manger, is most op- St.
tomtotk over the outlook for this
Frank Murray, wife and child, of
fin e j e w e l r y
Mason's business.
Buffalo, N. Y. and Donald Murray of
The friends of Ralph H. Drew of Portland, have been In town during
and besides the extremely fine line of jewelry that we
this town, will be Interested to know the past week, called here by the ill
that he has been appointed one of ness of their mother, Mrs. John Murcarry at all times, we handle a fine assortment of

lest ye forget

B tm commencement speakers, of the ray.
men's division at Colby College.
j Mothers’ Day will be observed in
Many friends all over Maine will 1all Houlton churches Sunday, May 11,
team with regret of the death of with appropriate sermons and special
Horace Newingham at his home In j music. A cordial welcome is extendB reenville. Mr. Newingham had been j ed to all young men to attend with
111 tor a number of years from tuber-! their mothers.
eulosls. He was a graduate of Colby
Mrs. A. E. Astle left Monday for
hi the class o f 1901 and was promi Boston to see her son, Ray, who
nent in athletics during his course landed Saturday from overseas where
being pitcher of the ’Varsity ball team he was a member of the Headquarters
tor four years, and during his sum- >company, 303d F. A. After a short
mer vacations played ball with the |visit with her daughter, she will reAroostook league.
; turn home accompanied by Ray, who
Among the returning soldiers from [ has received his honorable discharge,
overseas who have reached t h e i r ; _
_
_
home towns during the past week,
having received honorable discharge
are, Lawrence Russell, Mose Wise,
Reduce t h e h i g h
Henry and Harry Wilson, Clarence
cost of living b y
Ayotte, Harold Berrie, Lew Stevens,
Clyde
Sanderson, Gordon Carroll,
buying your
Thot. A. Frederick, Albert Logan,
Ray Fanjoy, Ab Stone, Leroy Stone,
Cecil Stone, Ralph Sullivan and Earle
Howard, all of whom are looking in
the best of health and ready to re
turn to civil pursuits.

Colonel Frank M. Hume of Houlton.
commander of the 103rd Infantry, r e -;
cently returned from France, in a let- [
ter to the Boston Post, takes excep- j
tion to the stories circulated to the :
effect that he had announced that h e !
would not b<3 candidate for the office j
e f Governor of Maine. In the letter
he further states that as a matter of |
foot he had not made up his mind
whether or not he would seek the j
nomination, and further that he had 1
aot made any announcement on the
matter, either publicly or privately.
He added that he would in due time
make announcement “ in regard t o !

the candidacy.”

500

Flavoring
Extracts
in bulk

Special for Wednesday

Z & 8

fe a r a n ia u n t

novelties in leather goods, ladies’ parasols, cut glass
and silver......................................................................................

These cost no more than the ordinary kind
— but oh! the satisfaction....................................

MONDAY

Our repair and photo developing departments are at

J. WARREN KERRIGAN
BILLIE WEST
MACK SENNETT FAST COMEDY

your disposal for prompt service.
TUESDAY

ENRICO CARUSO

P erry ’s

J e w e l e r

and

The World Famous Tenor in

^ O p t o m e t r i s t

Market Sq u are, Houlton, Maine

“MY COUSIN”
MOONLITE DANCE AT THE HEYWOOD
WEDNESDAY

TWO FEATURES TODAY
Wm. S. HART in
“The Bandit and the Preacher”
JOHN BARRYMORE in
“Are You a Mason”
THURSDAY

CHARLES RAY in “String Beans”
MOONLITE DANCE AT THE HEYWOOD
FRIDAY

DOROTHY GISH in “The Hope Chest”
Flag Comedy. “Tell That to the Marines”
SATURDAY

Batheway Drug Co.

“FATTY” ARBUCKLE
SHORTY HAMILTON
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPH
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURE
OVER

T he R e x a ll S to re

!

LADIES

W A N T E D

+ * + * * * +

To let us show them that we are prepared to
give clothes pressing, cleaning and repairing
service second to none.
We sterilize your garments while pressing
them and make no extra charge
CUSTOM MADE CLOTHES A SPECIALTY

W . B. Drysdale, Tailor Friable Block

The
trade
mark

that
stands
for
Quality
1388

TAo a

HOULTON

m oar
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would put Germany on record for all ing exercised acts in violation of laws that penetrated

the best battery
and customs of war, such persons camouflage that German artillerymen
will be brought before the military ever devised. Further than that, it
Provides M ilita ry T ria l
tribunals
by the allied and associated removed the one great obstacle to
only perpetratros of outrages in
powers,
and.
if found guilty, senten- the correct reading of aerial prints
' Belgium and France, but the thou
Trial of the former German Emper
ced
to
the
punishments
laid down by lack of the proper perspective. Tin*
sands of spies working in all count
or for “a supreme offense against in
camera in the air shoots directly
ries, including the United States, military law.
ternational morality and the sanctity
“
The
German
government
shall
downwards;
in its picture the height
could be apprehended by revelations
of treaties” has been determined up
whichGermany would promise under hand over to the allied and assoeia- of objects is lost, and an ent i uh
on by the allied and associated pow
thependingarticles.
The record
of ted powers or to such one ol them as new viewpoint on the woild givoi
ers. Holland will be requested
to
the German secret service and her ef- shall so request all persons accused the observer. The familial' objects of
surrender him for arraignment
be
ficient espionage service and scores of having committed an act in viola- life become mysterious to him when
fore a court composed of five judges
he cannot see their dimensions in tin*
Great of spy Plots in the United States tion of the laws and customs ol war.
named by the United States,
would be run down.
who are specified either by name or common fashion.
Britain, France, Italy and Japan.
The picture made by a camera
Especially significant is article III, by rank, office or employment, which
A man looks
The state department made public which provides military trial for those they held under the German authori- looks with one eye.
with two eyes, and these two eyes,
last week, proposed articles for inser
guilty of criminal acts against citi- ties.
being a few inches apart, inform the
tion in the peace treaty, providing
zens of allied countries. This provisM ilita ry Tribunal
brain that the object looked at lias
for his trial and also requiring Gerion would extend to the hundreds of
“ Article III. - Persons
guilty of
length, breadth and depth. A onethaiay to deliver all persons within
military officials who took part in the (.rjlnjna] acts of the allied and assoeiaeyed man looking at tin* front of a
its borders charged with “ having ex
ruthless reign of the sword in Bel- te{j powers will he brought before
house would say it was a wall, but if
ercised acts in violation of the laws
gium.
the military tribunal of that power. he had another eye it would see a
and customs of war” for arraignment
There is some doubt as to how far
“ All persons guilty of criminal acts
little of the side of the house and
before military tribunals of the pow
the provisions would extend, especial against the nationals of more than
signal the information to the brain
ers whose nationals suffered through
ly whether they provide punishment one of the allied and associated pow
that the object had three dimensions.
such offences.
for every one violating not only the ers will he brought before a military
Now the aerial photographers ap
The state department’s announce laws but the customs of war. Wheth- tribunal composed of members of the
follows:
They
ment was received generally with sur er this would reach those responsible . military tribunal of the powers eon- plied this truth as
knew
that
two
photographs
taken
of
prise, because it was known that for introduction of deadly gas in war- (.erno(]
the
same
object
with
an
ordinary
{Secretary Lansing, chairman of the fare, the submarine and other inhum
“ In every case the accused will he stereoscopic camera, in which the
commission for responsibility for the an methods is not apparent.
How entitled to name his own counsel.
lenses are LbTi inches apart, would
war, had steadfastly opposed any at ever,
all such persons could be
not
produce the stereoscopic effect,
“
Art.
IV.—The
German
government
tempt to bring the former Kaiser be brought before military courts and
,
,.
, .
, ,
.,
they
could
expect
little
mercy
undertakes
to
furnish
all
documents
since
the object photographed would
fore an International tribunal.
Mr.
Lansing contended there was no lawtt,rough the rigid military code.
anfl infonilation of every kind, the jH. miles below, too tar tor the rainby which such an offender could be
production ot which may he consider- m-a to catch its dimensions and make
reached by the conference, and that
The Announcement
ed necessary to insure the full know- them apparent in a picture,
it would be contrary to the constituThe state department’s announce- ledge if the incriminating acts, the
However, the photographers
betion of the United States
for the
ment read:
discovery of the offenders and the thought themselves that if they put
American delegates to participate in
“ Following are the proposed arti- just appreciation of the responsibili- lanyards between the two pictures
snapped a trench from one elevation,
the execution of a sort of internation- oles regarding penalties, for insertion tv.
moved 100 yards ahead on a level,
al ex post facto law. At that time, in the treaty of peace to he considerthen shot again—it would be as
however, it was proposed to charge ed at plenary session of conference
WAR
PHOTOGRAPHERS
though
a giant with 100 yards be
criminal and military offences, and it last week in Paris,
tween
his
eyes were looking at tin*
was suggested that the decision to
“Article 1—The allied and assoeiaUSED STEREOSCOPE
base the indictment upon violation of ted powers publicly arranging William
The
old-fashioned
stereoscope object.
international morality and the sane- , II of Hohenzollern, formerly German through which Uncle Elmer, Aunt
tity o f treaties was taken to meet the |Emperor, not for an offence against Hetty and little Chester—Sunday visAmerlcan Viewpoint,
'crim inal l a w , but f o r a s u p r e m e of- it0rs—used to g a z e s o b r e a t h l e s s l y
The proposal to try the ex-K aiser; *ence against internationality and the Up 0 n marvellous views of the Mamhas been pushed by thd French dele- 1sanctity of treaties.
moth Cave. Lincoln’s funeral and sargates throughout the conference in
special tribunal will be eonsitu- (j}ne fisheries off Brittany; this quaint
face o f reported opposition from Jap- te<* t0 try the accused, thereby assur- Semi-ridiculous old instrument of
anese delegates and apathy from othguarantees essential to sabbath entertainment carried roar
ers.
: tUe
of defence. It will be com- ing smashing hell to the Huns of
Provisions requiring a fair trial pose(*
dve judges, one appointed by Wilhelm, the “ scourge of the world.”
each of the following five powers:
It was the stereoscope that proved
however, have been inserted, to over
The United States of America, Great to be the greatest single aid to the
come this opposition and to insure
Britain, France, Italy and Japan.
detectives of the aerial photography
justice, even If stern, to those respon
“ In its decision the tribunal will be crops of the allies in their discovery
sible for the war.
guided by the highest motives of in of the expertly hidden batteries of
GUARANTEED
The ex-Kaiser would be tried by an ternational policy, with a view to vin
the Germans. It was the steroescope
international high court composed of dicating the solemn obligations of in
live judges. The United States, Great ternational undertakings and the val
Britain, France, Italy and Japan idity of international morality. It will
would each select one judge. Other be its duty to fix the punishment
persons including Von Tirpitz, who which it considers should be imposed.
was the leader o f the submarine cam
An Old Family
Request to Netherlands
paign, and poesibly Hlndenburg and
Doctor's
Favorite
“T
h
e
allied
and
associated
Uudendorff probably would be tried
Prescription
powers
w
ill
address
a
request
to
by military courts.
is Pleasant, Safe and Effective, both
th e governm ent of T h e N e th e r
for Internal and External use. For
Germany would be required to as
lands fo r surrender to them of
A S T U B B O R N C O U G H OR C O L D rub
sist the allies in running down the
th e ex-Em peror in order that he
on the chest and ake as directed—
guilty ones, and this provision, if
cures where other remedies have no
may be put on tria l.
adopted, will force the German peace
effect. Non-alcoholic.
“Article II.—The German govern-

KAISER TO BE TRIED FOR
, time.
SUPREME CRIME AGAINST |
INTERNATIONAL MORALITY j Not

’

So they tried this, mounting the re
sultant
photograph
on cardboard
and looking at them through an oldfashioned stereoscope.
The result
was better than their anticipations;
the depth and height of objects were
tremendously exaggerated.
A cot
tage looked like a tower, a bucket
like a well, a trench like a cannon, a
hill like a mountain. But they soon
learned to translate these eccentrici
ties into common sense- the great
thing had been done, tin* landscape
was made to assume reality in pic
tures.
Superfluous Promise

The Lover “ Promise me. darling,
hat you will never let any one come
between us!"
Darling’s
father (in the back
ground! ''Prom what 1 can see of
you I don't know how any one can!"
T h a t Breezy Western W ay

They were playing poker in a
Western town. One of the players
was a stranger, and was getting a
nice trimming. Finally, the sucker
saw one of the players give himself
three aces from the bottom of the
pack.
The sucker turned to the man be
side him and said: “ Did you see
that?"
“ See what?" asked the man.
“ Why, that fellow dealt himself
three arcs from the bottom of the
deck,'' said he sucker.
“ Well, what about it?” asked the
man. “ It was his deal, wasn’t it?”

Take H ood’s
S a r s a p a r i l l a

T
Hk^nriliarTo Purify Vitalize and
llilb 0|Jllllg Enrich Your Blood
Create A ppetite, Give Strength
M.cii hv <

noon

I.. -.V<!I. M,|.

D
O
C
T
O
RSA
Y
S
vinousm
e
BEST TONIC

H o n e s t O p in io n D o c to r G a v e
H is P a tie n t
Bedford, Ohio.— “ I v/zs in a pitiful
condition, weak, nervous and run
down so I could not do my housework.
I had doctored tor years and tried
everything under the sun. A friend
told me abc ;t \
I
asked my
doctor about it, r .,1 he replied, ‘It
certainly is the best medicine that can
be had today. I couldn't give you
any better.’ I took it, and today I
am as well and strong as any woman
could wish to be, and it was Vinol
that saved me.”— Mrs. Frank A. Horkey, Ash St., Bedford, Ohio.
W e guarantee this famous cod liver
and iron tonic for all such conditions.
HATHEW AY

D RU G

COMPANY

and Druggists E veryw here

LANES

&GRIP
TABLETS

Taken Inside--Rubbed On Outside
Ballard’s Golden Oil

delegates to admit the responsibility ment not having insured the punish of the former regime for the war and ment of the persons accused of hav-

KEEP IT iN THE HOUSE

AT ALL DRUG AND GENERAL STORES

ROADWAY

PHARMACY

N ext to E lk s C lu b

eua

FARMERS AND MINERS SUSTAIN THE WORLD
The MINER delves into the mountain for coal, ore
and minerals to warm, to house, and to maintain the man
ufacturing establishments of the world
The FARMER breaks up the soil, cultivates it and
produces the food without which humanity could not ex
ist. The farmer is therefore the most important factor in
the World’s production.
George Washington said that farming is the noblest
and most useful occupation of mankind. Prof. G. I. Christ
ie, formerly of Purdue University, Indiana, in a recent ad
dress stated: “At the head of all the sciences or arts, at the
head of civilization and progress, stands— not Militarism,
the science that kills; not Commerce, the art that accum
ulates wealth— but AGRICULTURE, the mother of all in
dustry and the maintainer of human life.’’
Agriculture
stands as the basis of the prosperity of this country. The
development of all other resources and the big business of
our cities depends upon the foodstuffs that must come from
the soil. It is therefore of utmost importance to the world
that farmers shall be progressive and thereby make farm

ing profitable.
One of our statesmen predicts that if our present
rate of increase in population continues we shall have one
hundred and fifty million people by the year 1950. The
great question in the minds of our people today is,— How
are we going to feed them?
FARMING IS THE BIGGEST BUSINESS OF
AMERICA, the biggest business of the earth.
Without
farming, the Railroads, the Banks and all business and all
manufacturing industries would crumble. It will take
years, possibly more than ten years for the agriculture in
Europe to be restored to the condition in which it was be
fore the war. The world will look to America, the nearest
and largest depot of supply for food. America must not
only feed itself, it must feed Europe now and for years to

come.
The ordinary successful farmer must use great care

and judgment in his occupation, and this same effort, if ap
plied to the banking or other business, would mean the ac
cumulation of large fortunes.
There are compensations
found in farming that do not exist in other occupations,
namely: the outdoor life, the magic response of growing
crops to the proper treatment of the farm and the happy
contentment which comes to those who till the soil.
President Wilson states: “ IT IS NESESSARY OUR
LAND SHOULD YIELD MORE PER ACRE THAN IT
DOES NOW. Production per acre, with its coincident val
uation, increases in direct proportion to the plant food
furnished it. We have got to increase the product at eve
ry point where it is susceptible of being increased.
We
have got to study how to assist nature by making the most
suitable use of our several and various soils.’’
FERTILIZER FEEDS THE CROPS THAT FEED THE
WORLD, and since the world cannot exist without food,
Fertilizer has become a necessity. The use of manufactur
ed fertilizers is one of the biggest factors in the entire op
eration of the farm. Our Animal Fertilizers made from
Bone, Blood, and Meat, with high-grade Chemicals, many
of them containing large percentages of water soluble
Potash, have established their reputation of increasing the
crops and improving the soil. They are needed in a year
like this, when maximum crops are essential, with the
prospect of good prices for all produce at harvest time.
Farmers must keep up their good courage through
these unsettled conditions and times of readjustment;
they must as they always have done, put their hands to
the plow, turn the furrows and plant the crops which feed
the world.
Do not delay longer but order now. Use our Fertil
izer W HEN planting, and use it AFTER planting, at the
first cultivation, to force your crops along to early matur
ity. High-grade Fertilizers and Prosperity will walk hand
in hand this year, when the demand for food will be great
er than ever. Place your order NOW.

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

B O ST O N , M A SS.

Main Street
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Jhorses have a sense of humor. They

Precaution

THE DEPTH OF
what deeper planting with a lower, I “W ar brought out one salient trait like to laugh, and sometimes, when
PLANTING POTATOES broader ridge, and deep planting with of the American people,” said Sena-; there are recruits around, we have to
tor Lodge the other day.
“ t is put on those straps to keep ’em from
The High Ridge Culture of Northern as level cultivation as practicable.
The
shallow
planted
potatoes
at
adaptability.
I
do
not
suppose
you bustin’ their sides.’ ”
Maine Not Adapted to Region#
could have found anywhere else in
Highmoor
Farm
were
planted
as
of Little Summer Rainfall
deeply (2 inches) as the broad lowRidge culture of the potato is uni
ridge ones at Houlton. The medium
versally practiced in Aroostook Co.
planted were at a depth of AK inches
A few use a rather low broad ridge
and the deep planted were 5 inches
hut probably over 90 per cent of the
below the level.
farmers practice what might be called
The time required for planting was
extreme ridge culture. The ridging
the same on all of the plots.
The
begins at the time of planting. The
planting,
spraying and harvesting
planter most used has a plow so con
were the same for all the plots with
structed that it makes little more
the exception that on the deep plant
than a mark on the soil unless it is
ed it was necessary to use 4 horses
▼ery light, instead of a furrow, the
on the digger. The deep planted redisks at the rear if the machine cover
|quired less hours of cultivation; the
the seed by throwing up a ridge
{medium planted the most. A man and
perhaps 4 Inches high so that the
; team for cultivating w ere on the
seed at the very start is practically
Ideep plots 26 hours, on the medium
•a a level with the surface between
39 hours and on the shallow 35 hours
the rows. A few farmers make a
(per acre.
practice of going over the held with
I There was not much difference in
a weeder and somewhat flattening the
the difficulties of digging between the
ridge but the number that do this is
shallow planted and the medium
comparatively few. The method m ost.
planted.
The deep planted required
usually folowed is to go between the .
4 horses instead of 2 on the digger,
rows with a cultivator perhaps 8 to
and a good deal of care was necessary
days after the potatoes are planted !
to be sure that the digger was suffi
and then as soon as the begin to
ciently deep in the ground to prevent
break the ground go over with the j
cutting the tubers.
horse-hoe and bury them up also
The Green Mountains averaged 360
burying the weeds at the same time i
bushels per acre for the deep plant
sad thereby raising the height of the |
ed, 385 for the medium planted and
ridge. This kind of cultivation is
325 bushels per acre for the shallow
continued until the tops are too large j
Irish Cobbler
to pass through without injury. By |planted high ridge.
has never yielded well at Highmoor
this time an A shaped ridge has been j
formed about 12 to 15 inches high and : Farm. The yields averaged 163 for
deep planted, 166 for the medium
a t course, the surface between the
planted and 139 bushels per acre for
row, h u been dropped by the contln,
M l scraplnf up of the soil so that the ! t*le ehallow planted.
-M e n prowlng In the ridge are conThe dceP P,anted and medium
■Monthly above the surface between . Planted * ave approximately the same
the rows
!
at Highmoor Farm with the
In the .years, 1,07.1908 and 1909 the (advantage in favor of the medium
Maine Agricultural Experiment St a - lP,anted' The medium planted and
tlon compared these two methods of medlum rldee sa-™ considerably betculture on Mr. John Watson’s farm in !ter >-lelds at Highmoo- Farm than
Houlton. The yields with the broad ! the shallow planted and high ridge,
lew ridge wore 333,301 and 216 bushels !The ,ncdium rid6e is cultivated as
per ecre with an average of 283 b u s-; cheaply as the shallow ridge and is
hels for the 3 yeara. With the high : harvested nearly as easily. The deep
■arrow ridge the yields were sligh tly; Panted are cultivated at less cost
each year being at the rate of ^kan cither of the other two methods
225,291 and 204 bushels with an aver but are far more difficult to harvest.
The results
indicate
that for
age yield of 273 bushels per acre. The
41fferencea while constant are within Aroostook County the shallow plant
ed high ridge is well suited to the
experimental error.
It seemed probably that the less climatic conditions. And they also
rainfall and not infrequent drouths clearly indicate that for the lower
experienced in the more southern counties in the State with their lesparts If the State might prove unfav er rainfall during he growing season,
orable to growing potatoes with the the medium planted with the broad
shallow planting, high ridge method of j low Hdge cultivation is preferable to
cultivation. With the purchase of e,ther of the others.
CHAS. D. WOODS,
Highmoor Farm the Station began an
Director.
experiment comparing shallow plant-

he w-ord a body of men so unversed
New Prescription Needed
in w-ar as the average American. A
Biliks- “ Say, old man, do you know
great many, in fact the majority, ol' any cure for insomnia?"
were as green as young Gidley.
Jinks- -“ Counting one thousand is
‘‘Gidley was a raw recruit just en said to be a remedy."
rolled ilia crack cavalry regiment
Links “ Confound it, that's
what
and paying his first visit to a riding- everybody tells me
hut the hahv's
school.
too young to count.
“ ‘Here's your horse.’ said the in
structor. and Gidley advanced gin
Something in A Name
gerly and took hold of the bridle.
“ Geo, whiz! Isn't that
Then he examined his mount minute
Smithson
ly and, pointing to the saddle-girth, who just went by in his automobile?
When I knew him a few years ago
asked:
“ ‘What’s it got that strap around he had a junk-shop."
"He still has. Only he moved it to
its w-aist for?’
“ ‘Well,’ answered the instruc tor, a fashionable street and labeled the
without cracking a smile, ‘all our { same stock ‘Antique's.’ "

B AN CO R .
MAINE
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Dunco

SEEDS
For Vegetable, Field
and Garden
Lookupdealersin your neighborhood
_ /selling these seeds— seeds with a wortlr
w V while reputation. Seeds that grow, that pro-^
dace. Patronize them. Refuse substitutes. Also^l
/ask your dealer for Dunning Farm Implements ana
Hand Carden Toole. Quality and satisfaction issure.^
The dealer selling them has the result of our 84 years’^
experience. Our 1919-192 Page Catalog has sugges-'
tions and prices that will interest you. Write for your
free c opy today.— R. B. D unning a Co ., Bangor, Maine.#

p O O T F IT T E R S ” put the “ C ” in C om fort
because they put the “ F ”

PACKARD AUTOMOBILE
FOR SALE !
ing car— This car is practically brand new— run less than
$40.00 worth

of work was all the Packard shops could find to put on the
A rare trade— can be bought for $2,000

less than the latest model can sell for, and is next to the

You

latest model.

W ill U se L ess C offee P er Cup

Private owner wishes to sell
The Coffee
Maine Folks
Like

M
“cllt“

They*re Comfortable

F ull

Single

Goodyear

io-Iron, Grain

O ak Outersoles — Strictly First
Quality) and Specially Graded
and Selected. Uppers of a Supe
rior Quality? o f G enuine Full-Grain
Calfski n of a Rich, Dark M ahogany Shade.
H eavy Grain Sole Leatker Inner-Soles and
Sole Leatker Counters. W k o le Grain Lift,
Solid Leatker Heels. Calfskin Inside C ou n 
ter Pockets, H eel Stays and Inside, V am p
Reinforcement.
Extra Quality Lining
wkick will wear for tke life of tke Skoe.
The best way to avoid poor value in buying shoes
is to come to this store and let us sell you good shoes.

Sale handled through

Packard Motor Car Company

Lm a coffee means rea l economy. Surely y o u will wish to practise real econ
omy these days. Buy the Yellow Label round carton, lettered in black and gold,
of your deader. Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine
(119)

pair

from the time you put them on until they*re worn out•

W elted ,

A nineteen seventeen 2.35 model, 7 passenger tour

car this winter.

The

we slip on your feet have all the Comfort o f old shoes—
no matter the shape o f your foot!

1800 miles— LOOKS like NEW and is NEW.

in F it!

57 South St., PORTLAND, MAINE

“ F O O T -F I T T E R S ” FIT ALL F E E T

B. S. Green Bros. Company

Write for Information

Bangor Street Garage c"t,ri,l“
The New Victory Model

MITCHELL E-40
FIVE PASSENGER TOURING CARS
One carload now enroute— Expected any day

W E CAR R Y A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

Now Showing the new

Chevrolet Parts and Mitchell Parts
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN SECOND-HAND
CARS

Chevrolet Mode 490

Including Ford, Studebaker, Mitchell, Saxon,
Overland and other makes

FIVE PASSENGER TOURING CARS

Gasoline,

OVER 100 IMPROVEMENTS
60% Added Strength

Oil, Storage, Vulcanizing
and Free Air

75% More Endurance

Guaranteed against defects of workmanship and material

TWO CARLOADS

— JUST RECEIVED

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
A Guaranteed Car for One Year
40 H. P .; 6 Cylinder High Spee ^Motor; Removable
Cylinder Head; 120 inch Wheel Base; 34x4 Wheels with
Anti-Skid Casings on Rear; Cream Wheels; Nickel Trim
mings; 14 inch Brake Drums; 18 inch Steering Wheel.
Pull Floating Rear Axle; Cantilever Rear and Half Eliptic
Forward Springs— THE MITCHELL RECORD— Over 40,000 Cars without a broken Spring; Genuine Leather

We Specialize in Repairs by First Class
Mechanics— On all makes of Cars

Call and let us demonstrate to you that the CHEVROLET
is the POPULAR light car of the season

ARE YOU FROM MISSOURI?

POWERFUL and STRONG

YES?
Four Cylinder Motor— Remy Ignition— Selective Trans
mission— Three Speeds Forward— Non-Skid Tires 30x3yL
>

LET US SHOW YOU

Left Hand Drive— 102 in. Wheel Base.

Upholstering

Completely Equipped with Electric Lights and Starter—

Completely Equipped with— Storage Battery, Dimming
Headlights, Ventilating, Tilted Windshield, Engine Driven
Tire Pump, Electric Horn, Magnetic Speedometer, Gaso
line Gauge, Spare Tire Carrier, Extra Demountable Rim,
Complete Se of Tools.

Demountable Rims, Mohair Tailored

“ One-Man1”

Top—

Top, Cover and Side Curtains— Tilted Wind Shield— Elec
tric Horn— Extra Rim and Carrier— Tools— Pump— Jack
Price Complete, filled with gas and oil, $825.00 f. o. b.

Price F. O. B. Racine, Wis. $1,476.00

BANGOR

Houlton, Maine

STREET
Mitchell

B A N G O R STREET

and

Chevrolet

GARAGE

Distributors
H O U LTO N , M AIN E
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HOULTON

RAOR TEN

WITH ALL OUR LIMBS
WE ARE CRIPPLES

mands the writer.
“Go
wherever
children play— Osmanlis or Kurds,
Armenians
or Arabs. Druses or
Greeks— and you will see that the
sheep bone represents everything
from a doll to a sword, from a Pascha’s horsetail-ornamented shell-tree
to a British gunboat, from a mosque
to a church.”
—(V?—Ci-— —

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1919

! the Penobscot was not only the di- j
!viding line between two hostile tribes;
|of Indians, but the limit of English
dominions. Beyond lay the Aeadie of
the French.
Other lands, other
lords.
The northeastern half of the Maine
coast was put on the map by Champ
lain. Ten years before Smith’s voy
age he had visited Nova Scotia, dis
covered and named the St. John riv
er, and cruised as far south as the
mouth of the Penobscot, which he.
too, entered.
On the way he discovered “an is
land four or five leagues long * * *
very high and notched in places, so
that there is the appearance to one
at sea, as of seven or eight mountains
extending along near each other. The
summit of most, of them is destitute
of trees * * * I named it Isle des
Monts Deserts." And Mt. Desert it
has remained ever since.

How many of us realize we are
cripples? We have the usual quota
o f legs and arms, fingers and toes,
but we’re cripples just the same.
Samuel Hopkins Adams made the dis
covery while studying reconstruc
tion of maimed soldiers at Walter
Reed General Hospital, Washington.
Describing the incident in the Red CAPT. JOHN SMITH
Cross Magazine, he writes:
NAMED NEW ENGLAND
“ 'I suppose you regard yourself as In 1614 He Explored Region Called
a whole man,’ demanded one of the
“ North V irg in ia ”
vocaltional therapy experts.
“ Looking myself hastily over to
Capt. John Smith, dear to our
make sure that I had not lost any
young
readers and many older ones
thing in the surgical ward, I replied
for
his
romantic career, particularly
that I could count the usual number
o f arms, legs and other appurten for the Pocahontas episode, is gen
erally associated with Virginia, but
ances.
“ ‘All right,’ said the expert, ‘but he was also the first to discover the
yonr’re
sort of a cripple at that. beauties of the south-western half of
the Maine coast and the first to draw
Yon’re atrophied.
Chance for “ Soaks”
“ 'If I am, I’ve never discovered it, a map of it. In 1614 he explored the
shores of what was then known as
Kentucky
distillers are getting
I assured him.
“ Of course not. People never do North Virginia, but which he called ready to dump 20,000,000 gallons of
until they’re shown. You haven’t got New England, a name that has stuck, whisky into the Ohio River. Weary
Willie may yet decide to take a bath.
anything like the full use of more as have many others given by him.
In “A Description of New England,'’
than four fingers and two thumbs out
Just the Same
o f a total of 10. The normal man— printed in London in 1616, Smith
wrote:
“
I
have
seen
at
least
40
sever"Do
you
act toward your wife as
the man who believes himself normal,
I mean—never has. Can you light a all habitations on the Sea Coast, and you did before you married her?”
found about 25 excellent good Har
"Exactly. I remember just how 1
safety match with one hand?”
“ He handed me the box and the bours * * * and more than 200 Isles. used to act when I first fell in love
match. After the second abortive at From Penobscot to Sagadahock this with her. I used to lean over the
tempt the match fell on the floor and Coast is all Mountainous and Isles of fence in front of her house and gaze
huge Rocks, but overgrown with all at her shadow on the curtain, afraid
the box fell on the match.
“ ‘That’s elementary, that stunt,’ sorts of good woods for building to go in. And I act just the same
remarked the Instructor. “ Our one- houses, boats, barks, or ships: with way now when I get home late.”
—<v?—
A}—
arms can do that before they get out an incredible abundance of most sorts
An Appealing Feature
o f bed. You see, your two smaller of fish, much fowl, and sundry' sorts
General March was talking about
fingers are really cripples. Now we of good fruits for man’s use * * *
teach our fellows to do the work with The Savages compare their store in the impressions soldiers received in
those fingers that you have to use the Sea to the hairs of their heads; the war. “One,”he said, “when I ask
another hand for. There’s the whole and surely there are an incredible , ed hi mhow he felt, said he was too
physical principle of our training In abundance upon this Coast * * * The busy to feel, and when I asked him
most Northern part I was at was the what appealed to him as the most re
Its simplest form— substitution.’ ”
Bay of Penobscot, which is East and markable thing about the war, ans- 1

sh e e p b o n e ' only ^

oy
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The success of the present day
Firestone Gray Sidewall Tire is
founded upon many years of
patient study and continuous
improvement.
These things make more miles:
the installing of the most recent
m achinery; the purchasing
power that accompanies large
operations; but above all the idea
of upholding quality at all costs.
Most miles per dollar follows
inevitably.

W est, North and South, more than 10 wered:
“ ‘The number of bulles that mis
leagues.”
In Smith’s day and long afterward sed me.’ ”

o f s m a l l o r ie n t a l s
Without the bone of a sheep, “ that
eternal, ubiquitous playtoy of all the
east,” the children of Asia would be
absolutely without an amusement de-

IRES are more difficult to
build than m any other
products of American industry.

[D]
IU

j

▼ice.
That is the solemn conclusion of
Achmed Abdullah In “ A Little Brown
Girl Child” In the Red Cross Magazlne. Otherwise your small oriental is .
not noticeably different from our own
youngsters in his or her main busi
ness o f life— play. He finds zest in
playing “ Cowboy and Indian” even
though the punchers wear su ch ,
names as Mohammed or Moustaffa,
and the cowgirls and squaws are the j
deserted-bred
hoydens, Aziza a n d !
Ayesha, who “ with indigo tattoo !
marks on forehead and nostrils take ;
a gory and decidedly unladylike part” ;
In the proceedings particularly th e ,
scalping process, performed with the j
hone o f a sheep.
"What would oriental childhood do 1
without a knuckle-bone from that
modest ruminant quadruped?” de-

;d

u n c o

;

T fre$totie

^ -J B A N G O R . M E

TIRES

Most Miles per Dollar

Our Farm and Garden Implements and Haying Tools
of every description are sold by some dealer in your immediate neigh
borhood. Patronize him! You will be well served ! 84 years’ experience
backs the reliability of DUNCO goods. If substitutes are offered
INQUIRE OF DUNNING BEFORE BUYING
Write for ©ur 1919— 192 Page FREE catalog. Time and again during
the year you will be happy to have it handy.

R. B. DUNNING & CO.. Bangor, Maine.
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N O -5 9 M A IN ST f ^ ic jk e r s o n

^ B lo c i

Houlton •Ma in e

2 0 to 25 % REDUCTION FROM REGULAR PRICES
One W eek Only Beginning F r i d a y ,

M ay

9t h

Remember this comes only once a season. Our only reason is to reduce our tre
mendous stock and add new customers to our already long list o f satisfied patrons, we
------------------------------------ - will make a sacrifice and sell our -------------------------------------

Suits, Capes, Coats and Dresses
This sale includes stunning Suits ranging from $10.98 to $38.50, also Capes, Dolmans
W raps—the very best in Tricotine, Serge, Velour. W e are also offering Waists in
Silk, Crepe de Chene and Georgette at a great reduction, and 50 doz. Voile Waists
from 98c to $3.50 in round necks and other styles. Skirts in Silk, stripes and plaids
and W ool Skirts in plain, plaids and stripes.
HOSIERY AND KNIT UNDERWEAR—65c Silk Hosiery 45c and 50c Silk Hose 3
pair for $1.00, also a nice line o f Silk Lisle in all shades for 25c
W om en’s Vests 19c to 50c also Union Suits and Silk Underwear.
W atch this paper each week for Special Saturday Bargains
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|rying the payroll just because he is a Ifigure ever reached.
The January enough are successful pianists. Those Iwoman who studied Peary’s hand deLucky Man
shining mark—and a serious attempt, figures this year are also far above who have long fingers also have a ' glared she “ read in it” that he would
At a church conference a speaker
TAXATION POLICY to make taxation fair, just, equable, the average monthly figures of last passion for detail, which of course ! reach the north pole. “ I am deter began a tirade against the universi
The aim of the tax-law makers at and thus least damaging to prosper- year, showing the new year starting makes them valuable in many posi- mined to reach the pole,” the ex- ties and education, expressing thank
Washlngton, since we entered thelity.
off with a remarkable upward tread, tions, but usually subordinate ones, ; plorer’s hand said to this student of fulness that he had never been cor
war, hasbeen tomake business
pay
The Republican party received las*The figures of our purchases
abroad And the long-fingered are easily dis- palmistry. ‘‘I do not know what des rupted by contact with a college.
the bulking part of thebill.
The newNovember the award of popular favor
on the other hand, show a decided couraged by obstacles—although as pair means. I am not cut down by
After proceeding for a few minu
Success,
tax bill, notwithstanding that the war as evidenced by the vote.
, falling off compared with average another name for pickpockets is one failure nor by two.
Is over, does not make any chance in ' it should profit from this demon- monthly figures for the last two years “ long-fingered gentry,” it would seem glorious achievement of fondest hopes tes, the bishop, who was in the chair,
this method. If it is
continued f a r ' stration bystudious investigation ol' , and the net balance in our favor for that such obstacles as tethered watch deathless fame crowning a career interrupted with the question:
into
peace period
ahead, its ef- methods of procedure in tax legisla- the month foots up to $410,000,000. chains and buttoned
pockets are of tremendous energy and effort.”
“ Do I undersand that Mr. Dobson is
On the the other hand, the longfects will be most unfavorable and . tion, which will entitle it to continue , This means further necessity of fi- -sometimes
overcome
by lengthy
thankful for his ignorance?”
paralysing'to merit and to increase this popular nancing our debtors because such digits! However, science is far from fingered may “ point with pride” to
“ Well, yes,” was the answer; “ you
TO keep production falling off and favor.
balances cannot be paid in cash or asserting that the majority of the some successes among their ranks.
can put it that way if you like.”
Persons
with
long
fingers
apparently
What better way than for the or- goods. We must take paper or se- long-fingered are criminals or even
to increase it, thus furnishing full
“ Well, all I have to say,” said the
employment for labor, is more essen- ganization to employ an expert com- curities for them. A practical move- possessed of criminal tendencies. do best either as pianists, profession
al
baseball
players,
actors,
or,
occas
prelate,
in sweet and musical tones
Hql now than ever, in order to take {mission to take up this whole subject ment in this direction is the an- Simply, these men and women selnp the slack produced by cessation o f j o f taxation and to f o r m u l a t e a nouncement of an arrangement of a dom appear to be numbered among ionally, as writers and thinkers.
—"all I have to say is that he has
The -ast of Voliarie’s hand shows
war industries.
[scientific plan just and workable; to pool of bankers here to accept time life s conquerors.
much
to be thankful for.”
What encouragement to enlarge old Iadopt the plan when agreed upon; drafts and renewals thereof made by
Napoleon, the worlds greatest mil- that it was tin1 long-fingered type
Paderewski, Liszt and Chopin are
industries and establish new ones, is and to make it a part of their work- a consortium of Belgian banks com- 1itary genius, had short fingers,
prising seventy of the important inThe hand of Col. Roosevelt were notable among long-fingered pianists.
there, when profits, if made, are to|ing campaign platform,
of that country.
T h e ; -small, although, firm and strong, and
be confiscated by the Government. j The Argument for a Quick Cut in stitutions
Two of America's most famous
amount arranged for is $50,000,000. [the fingers were short.
His hand
The Government’s policy of taxa-'
Steel Prices
pitchers of professional baseball.
K eep your stomach sweet
If with shipping hampered we can has been said to resemble the hands
tion is to seize a huge percentage of j The attitude of consumers of steel
today
and ward off the indi
Christy Mathewson, “ the Old Master"
profits, which should be allowed to is conveyed in the recommendations, i do so much foreign business as the of Napoleon, of Wellington, of Fredgestion
o f tomorrow—try
accumulate in business for the pur- j said to be urgent, of the Pressed M etal1January report shows, the future of j ei'ick the Great. It showed will pow- and Rube Marquard, have notably
pose of; first, renewal, because wear Association, whose members consume such business, when ocean fr e ig h t - 1er and avidity to undertake any en- long fingers. It was said that two
aad tear every year eats enormously about 600,000 tons of steel annually.
room is in ample supply, looms large, terprise, no matter how colossal and of Mathewson's fingers almost circled
into capital in the aggregate; second,
They believe
that there is a very j Export inquiries in the steel trade j impractical. It was the hand belong- the hall when he grasped it for de
th e n ew a id to digestion.
lor extending the plant and its func large potential buying power in the are, the Iron Age reports, in good inS to a temperament always seeking
A s pleasant and as safe to
livery.
tions conservatively; third, for start using steel as raw material, and that ! volume and actualbusiness seems to j new worlds to conquer,
take as candy.
On
the
stage,
the
long
and
eloquent
metal stampingand other industries i be deterred only
by highocean
Short fingers also areto be found
ing new enterprises.
MADE BY SOOYT §t
Now probably none of these neces this demand would be released in -; freight rates.
,
on t^e hand of former President T a ft ,, fingers of Sarah Bernhardt are no
makers op s o o r r s
sary things in preserving and Jn- stantly if the price of steel at sub- j Many lines of business, especially ; aiu* his finger tips are wide. It is said ; table.
creaaing the country’s business ever stantially lower levels were stabilized Jthose affected by the large trade of i that we have never had a President
the retail dry goods stores, are al- ! with pointed finger tips, which indienters the thoughts of taxmakers at for a fixed period.
Washington. Their idea is to allow
The hesitancy in buying and conse- ready operating at full head. While : cate an impractical mind, and comFO RTY Y EA R S A D RUGGIST
just enough in a business for fair sus quent curtailment of operations i s ' there is no rush for raw materials, bined with other indications, show
conceit, irresponsibility,
tenance and to fasten upon all the due, they say, to the weakness of the ; some buying is breaking, through indolence,
rest, eusdi scoop it into the public present steel market, the economic Iwhat was for a time much stagnation. an(* tendency to get much for little,

THE PRESENT

KEEP IT

Ki-Moips

m

H e E n d orses

reasons for such reduction, and the This latter still exists in aggravated
The hand of Thomas A. Edison is
treasury.
The very ability to make profits probability amounting almost to a j form in copper, but the large over- lar£ e- but the fingers are short and
-honestly, and this is by no means an certainty of eventually lower prices. j supply in this metal accounts for it. ; the forefinger and the second finger
easy thing—it makes rare qualities
Stabilization
at
pi^psent
prices Generally, stocks of goods are low Iare of almost the same length, Nikoto grow up a successful business— would tend to keep her prices up throughout the country, and replen- j la Tesla is another scientist with
very ability is penalized by the and make the process of readjustment ished is proceeding satisfactorily, i short fingers.
Uneconomic autocrats who long drawn out. This in turn would j The labor cloud, too, is now less ! One ° f the most notably shortthe power to tax.
render production capacity idle and j threatening, and a better feeling pre- fingered hands I have ever seen pic- j
War
encouraged
Government unemployment widespread.
tvails nearly everywhere.
j tured was that of Mark Twain. His
spending to such an extent that probA quick, drastic cut in steel would j The stock market Is a recorder ot flngers were smooth' shapel>r and
sU y billions of dollars were wasted start the hall rolling, and If the prices trendSi and the more favorable pros- steady, even when he was an old man
and his hand indicated pride, impulin the unbridled purpose of getting at first were placed too low, increas- pects are hav|ng effect on pr,
results. To an extent all this tag demand would soon remedy the j There gUrted from a |ow ,evel and ; siveness, great love of humanity and
Justified while the war lasted- matter. The price would rise, if it j this movement looks like going furth splendid mental equipment.
Walt Whitman was another Ameri- !
the armistice did not stop ex were entitled to under the demand. er.
j can man of letters with short fin- !
travagance of administration and i*
Other materials follow steel and
J. S. BACHE & CO.
! gers. They look thick and almost
has not yet stopped. As long as Con the benefit would extend to all trade
; stubby in a cast of his hand present- i
gress can ladle funds out of the ap Over-night stagnation would disap
! ed to Dartmouth College. In the [
parently rich treasuries of business, pear.
SHORT FINGERS
] same collection a cast of Carnegie’s !
It will not stop, except as fear of pub
It might be added that there would
SPELL SUCCESS
|hand shows that the old steel king is |
licity through Congressional investi still remain a good profit in steel
Are your fingers long or short? A
gations puts a warning hand upon making at the probable price to which perfect hand, according to the estab Ishort-fingered. A poet, of all people,
is supposed to have long, slender,
the spenders.
levels would be cut.
lished rule based upon the Greek
i
“
artistic” hands, yet the fingers of
Selecting Peace-Tim e Securities
A Penalization of Success
sculptured ideal figure, should meas
Richard
Watson Gilder were short j
|
Those
having
money
to
put
into
se
The taxation program of the Gov
ure seven inches from wrist to the
and
blunt-tipped.
!
curities
are
endeavoring
to
decide
ernment as now engineered, places a
end of the second finger.
i
Heavy penalty upon those most able, which ones will at least not decline
An impression of the hand of Com
Nevertheless according to the palm
toy thrift and sagacity and persever unwarrantedly under peace condi istry experts, the palm of success mander Peary shows that he has
short fingers. It is interesting to
ance, to produce riches (and conse- tions—if possible, to select those
goes to the short-fingered folk. They
-qnently to distribute prosperity), by which will be most likely to advance. are the ones who usually are gifted note that as long ago as 1907 a young
The vast expenditures for active
patting upon them the greatest draft
with perservance, grit and inability
for funds to cover great, and some war are now terminated, and the de to recognize obstacles.
They are
times extravagant, Government ex mand for capital from governments
born leaders of men. They achieve
penditures. As Mr. George L. Walker will gradually decline. Capital should literary distinction.
Great singers
BRAND
rays: "Taxes on incomes and profits (thus be released, and enforced econ -i‘ ‘ ”~‘ “ *'
.
.
, , .
, - .,
,
„
have always been short-fingered, for
have been made so excessively hea- omy on the part of the peoples of na
|they have within them faith in their
vy that considerable numbers of,tion s more or less impoverished by
own ability and a love of h a r d,
business men will cease to strive. To the overwhelming four years’ outlay
^
i
* . . - .u
.
thorough work. Short-fingered men
many the prizes no longer are big will tend to further increase the supWrtlTlotl
* ,
LADIES I
_
.
_
_ . : .
„
and women hate details and grasp
Ask your Dru**Ut for CTII-CHES-TER S
onough to warrant paying the admis- ply of money.
j eagerly at large, general conceptions. D I A M O N D B R A N D P I L L S in R e d an d.
skm tee and taking the risk.”
j Under these circumstances capital These persons being fearless and de G old metallic boxes, sealed w ith Blue\
Ribbon. T a k e n o o t h e r . B a y o f your
These methods cannot safely be should gradually become more abunDru««Ut and aak for CIII-CUE8-T E B 8
termined command respect and are D
I A M O N D B l t A N I > P I L L S , for twenty-five
continned. W e shall need for some i dant for a time, and some of it will
,
,
.
.
„
,
. .
.
. .
followed by those of weaker and soft- years regarded as Best,Safest, Always Reliable.
years, to raise larger
amounts by , naturally seek safe investment in seer nature.
taxation. Accomplishing this on the [ curities with a fixed return and as adTIM K
WORTH
Long-fingered
persons, naturally
TRIED
TESTED
present lines will throttle and wither vantageous a yield as can be obtainbusiness enterprises.
The amounts ! ed.
can be raised by scientific methods, j Under this competition of capital
so that the burden is widely distri- : as it develops it is reasonable to ex*
bated and, so split up
and spread j pect interest rates to decline. If inaround widely, the levyceases to be ; terest rates go lower, good bonds, ina burden. It Is contributed to by , eluding foreign issues, may be exmllllons in such practically inflnitesi- pected to rise in price.

CHICHESTERSPILLS

J

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE

mal amounts that the operation be
comes a plainless one.
Scientific Taxation
A tax on sales of one per cent
would raise three or four billion dol
lars every year, would be easily col
lected, and the ordinary consumer
would not feel it at all, while in lar
ger transactions it would weigh no
more heavily than a stamp tax on
documents. This, in addition to the
Income tax, would raise all funds
needed.
Political parties, in future, will
have to face taxation problems, and
the party that makes the burden
least oppressive will win the most
tevor. The taxmakers have thus far
made the levy where the largest
•mounts, collected would affect the
least number of votes.
Dentistry holds no dread equal to
the politician’s fear of subscribing to
something which by law will affect
the larger number of his constituents.
Sack little pin-prick he apprehends
w ill cost him a vote. So that any
"broad measure that ultimately will
benefit the whole country in afterrasults and will eventually enhance
the prosperity of every individual vot
er, he tears to stand up for.
8ound Politics
What the country demands is a
cessation from political class-robbery
in taxation—the practice of holding
o p the man in the street who Is car-

k DEM.IRONTONIC
Liko Peptiron May Bo Just What You
Need This Spring.
Probably nine people' out of ten
have loot or are losing their grip on
health in these trying months of aw
ful epldomlcs, exposure to damp,
changeable weather, and association
with sick people In overheated homes.
Depleted blood, loss of the red cor
puscles, shattered nerves, loss of ap
petite, dull, dozy feelings in the head,
irritability, all loudly call for the real
tonic strength and nourishment that
Peptiron will give you. It Is a won
derful corrective of anemic tendency,
paleness, languor, nerve exhaustion.
Peptiron restores the red cor
puscles to the blood and gives a
natural vigor and snap that keeps
up courage, makes you cheery and
helpful to your family and friends,
And contributes wonderfully to the
health o f all.
Remember this one
thing—as vitally, positively true—
.Peptiron is a real Iron tonic.

PERUNA

r

Read this from Mr. L. A. Richardson
of Marine, Illinois:
*T h a v e been e n g a g e d in th e retail draff baaln f i i here for the past forty years* D u r in g 1 th is
tim e I h a v e se e n m a n y p a te n t medicines come
In to u se , flo u rish f o r one o r t w o years and then
g r a d u a lly d isa p p e a r.
T h e r e are v e r y f e w o f
. . .
th e se re m e d ie s th a t p o s s e s s e n o u g h re a l merit to Insure them long
life . Pernna has alw ays been a good aeller with ns, with a marked
Increase from yen* to year. T h e c h a n g e In the formula some years
a g o , b y th e a d d itio n or th e s l ig h t ly la x a tiv e properties, has made It
a reliable remedy for constipation and for colds. If taken hourly in
ta b le s p o o n fu l d o se s b y a d u lts it will break up the worst cold In tw o
or three days’ time. I ta k e p le a su r e in urging m y brother druggists
to re co m m e n d It f o r th e se tw o a ilm e n t s .”
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Ask Your Dealer

Liquid or Tablet Form

Sold Everywhere

S

,

PATRIOTIC DUTY
Clearing away of the Nation’s
debts is a patriotic duty. Let us
respond loyally to our Country’s
call fo
rfunds
by
subscribing
liberally to the Victory Liberty
Loan.

H o u lto n T im st Co.
Ho n Iton,Maine

Th<ire Is always, however, a desire
for higher rate than good bonds yield,
if safety can be depended upon. The
better class of stocks are carefully
scrutinized to see how near they
come to these requirements of the
conservative investor.
Those with
high fixed dividends, which are assur
ed, would seem to be the most desir
able.
The Outlook

The records of the times indicate
that a trend is developing towards
improvement in the business and
financial situation. The statement of
exP°rts an(l imports for January jus*
passed, shows a surprising increase
in our outgoing shipments. They are
$10,000,000 greater than those of Jan
uary, 1917, just before the wide-open
submarine campaign began, and when
the outward flow of goods from this
(:ountry was at the highest monthly
........ ...
■

The longest—
lasting benefit,
tbe g r e a t e s t
satisfaction for
your s w e e t
tooth.

tfcmioN Savings
_________

rib-ULTON, M A I H E

WRIGLEYS

m

in the s e a l e d
packages.

E at M o re B r e a d

A ir-tig h t a n d
impurity-proof.

Make it in your own home with

William
T ell

SEA LED TIG H T
KEPT R I G H T

m m m in

SH EW IN G GUM

WRAPPED
IN

Dif)UBLEMINT

F L O U R
and your appetite will do the rest

The
Flavor
Lasts

30
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CONGREGATIONAL
___
CHURCH NOTES
J. J. Marriott gave a solo at the
morning service, and the choir rend
ered an anthem, both of which were
o f a high order.
There will be an appropriate ser
vice on next Sunday morning in obeeirance o f Mother's Day. There will
be no service in the evening on acQQimt o f the Union meeting at the
M. B. church.
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consists of a five-pointed star sur RECEPTION TO
rounded by a wreath and with the let
SOLDIERS, SAILORS AND
ters “ U. S.” in the center. These but
tons are for use with civilian clothing
OTHER WAR WORKERS
to show that a man has been in the
At the First Baptist Church, Court
service.
|street, on Friday evening, May 9, will
The easiest way for a man to ob- *
1be held a reception to all soldiers,
tain a button is to apply in person at sailors and nurses who have returned
the United States Army Recruiting home, and a large number have ex
Station with his original discharge or pressed their intention of being pre
send it by mail to a Recruiting Sta
sent.
tion.
Discharges should be taken or sent
to the following Army Recruiting S t a - j N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E OF

The Y P. S. C. E. will meet at the
n«nftl time 6 o ’clock Sunday evening, tions in this district: 5iy 2 Exchange
Ufoai lime, o o u o u i ouuunj c
* I
4 „
..
,
, ,
.
71
T7 ,
,
The Tuesday evening service will Street, I ortland, Me., 71 Exchange bt.
be omitted owing to the absence of jI oBangor,
t v u f i u i , Me.; 36 Lisbon Street, LewisIton, M e . ; 696 Elm S t r e e t , M a n c h e s t e r ,
the pastor.
N H . ; 51 Main Street, Berlin, N. H ;
ft) ”0 --O n . , n ffln n
H o n l l o n . Me.
W .C .T .U .
|Post Office Building, Houlton, Me.

REAL
REAL

ESTATE
ESTATE

Not only

those from

this

church j

society hut any soldier or sailor will
be welcome.
A tine program has been arranged,
with an address by Hon. Charles I\
Barnes.
be a

Special patriotic music will

feature,

besides

refreshments

and a general good time.

FORECLOSURE

OF

REAL

E STA TE MORTGAGE

MORTGAGE
MORTGAGE

Whereas Edwin J Grant oi Dyer
(Brook, m the County ol Aroostook
whereas Edwin J. Grant of Dyer land State of Maine, by his mortgage
^ rroo^
jn the County oof
Aroostook
deed u
dated
April
and
record
B
ook
in
r A
i o o b i o o K ‘ cieeu
aieu A
p i i i 112,
- , i1916,
.u d , a
na h
m 'o k i a m l g ’t a t e of Maine, by his mortgage j e d in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
d e e d d a t e d N o v e m b e r 8. 1916, a n d r e - : a t H o u l t o n , in V o l ,

289. p a g e

83. c o n -

rorded in t h e A r o o s t o o k R e g i s t r y o f v e y e d t o C a r o l i n e W . T a r b a l l . G u a r d ri'oilton in
Deeds at Houlton
in Vol.
Vol. 293,
293, page!ton for Gridley W . and Baton W. Tar
179, conveyed to me, the undersigned, j bell, the following described real es—0 —0 — 0 —
On Thursday, April 24th, the W . C.
a certain tract of real estate in D yer'tate to w it:-A certain piece or parcel
% U. met with Mrs. C. E. Dunn. An
Brook bounded as follows:- Comment*-j of land and buildings thereon, situinteresting and helpful program on
ing on the State Road on the north- ; ted in Dyer Brook, bounded and desFOR P. U. COMMISSION east corner of land owned and occu-Icribed as follows, (o w it:- commenc
“Tithing,” with Mrs. Dunn as leader,
Governor Milliken on Wednesday pied by Gideon M. Grant; thence east ing on the north line of Dyer Brook
vtaa carried out.
Several readings
on sa,’d roa(l on
north line of said on the State Road, so-called at a
on '“ Christian Stewardship” were giv last, nominated Lieut. l, oi. . AAlbert
lu e iL ' Dyer Brook fifty rods; thence south stake; thence westerly fifty (60) rods
en, also talks on “ Tithing” by Mrs. Greenlaw of Eastport as a member o f ' on a line parallel with the east line of to another stake, said stake having
Dunn, Mrs. Whiteside and Mrs. Stov
said Grant's lot one hundred and six- j been placed there by Simeon Carpen
the public utilities commission to All ^ ‘ ^
“ '^ e n c e west to said Grant s ter, surveyor: thence south at right
er.
on angles with said road one hundred
A message from the county presi the vacancy caused by the registra- east line fifty rods; thence north
nf said Grant’s east line one hundred land sixty (160) rods to a line paraldent, Mrs. Jennie E. Seamans, was tlon of Col. William B. Skelton
and sixty rods to the place of begin-I lei with north line of said road, said
given, thanking the Houlton Union Lewiston, who was appointed as one 1ning. Also, the following described j line being run by William Reed, sur
for an Baster lily and Easter cards. of the members when the commission real estate situated in said Dyer veyor; thence easterly along said line
Brook with the buildings thereon, t o ! fifty (50) rods; thence northerly one
. The next meeting, May 8th will be
the
northeast j hundred and sixty (160) rods to place
was created four years ago The pos- wit:-commencing at
h e ld with Mrs. Lougee at her home
corner of land occupied by M. J. Bates ! of beginning, containing
fifty
(50)
itlon pays a salary of $4,500 per an
<in Main St.
and on the old State Road; thence ; acres, more or less. Being the same
—0 —0 —0 —
num and the nomination will be in south on said Bates east line one ! premises conveyed to said Grant by
hundred and sixty rods from the een- ; Perley H. Tarbell and Herbert J. Tar
line for confirmation at the session
ter of said road; thence east on a line bell by their deed dated August 1,
1908, and recorded in Aroostook Reg
DISCHARGED SOLDIERS of the Governor and Council which parallel with said road fifty (50) rods: istry
of Deeds Vol. 233, page 193, to
thence north on a line parallel with
will
be
held
next
Wednesday.
Several hundred bronze and silver
said Bates east line one hundred and which deed reference is hereby made
Col. Greenlaw, who was for many sixty (160) rods to the center of said for more particular description;
“Victory Buttons have been received
And whereas, the said Caroline W.
h f the local United States Army Re- years identified with the National road: thence west on said road to the
ctrsttiBs Station. These buttons are of Guard and who served as adjutant place of beginning. Also, fifty (50) Tarbell, Guardian as aforesaid by her
acres more or less situate in said j assignment dated April 30, 1919, and
•Over tor those wounded in action and
general during the administration of Town of ° y er Brook- and hounded and recorded in said Registry in Vol. 283,
o f bronze tor all others. The button
TT
.
described as follows, to w it:- Com- page 478, conveyed to me the underGovernor William T. Haines, has just menciug on the north line of said Dy- signed, all her right, title and interest
beendischargedfrom theservice. He
er Brook, on the State road, so-called, jn her said capacity in and to the said
BANKRUPT** PETITION FOR
at a stake; thence westerly on said mortgage and the debt thereby sewent overseas as the captain of the , roa(1 fifty (50) rods to another stake, cured;
DISCHARGE
Headquarters Company of the 103rd j said stakes having been placed there
And whereas, the conditions of said
to tbs m tttr of
|
by
Simeon
Carpenter,
surveyor; mortgage are broken, now therefore
Xtorry 8. Whitten
| In B a n k ru p tcy Infantry and after a service of six
thence southerly at right angles to by reason of the breach of the said
Ba»knipt.|
months was appointed assistant chief said road one hundred and sixty (160) conditions thereof, I claim a fore
f t t o Hoe. d u ls e Halo, JuUgo of the
rods to a line parallel with the north ciosure Gf saj(] mortgage and give
Dtotriet Court of tho Unitod Statoo ter of staff on the staff of Gen. Clarence line of said town run by William this notlce tor
that purpose.
the Dtotriet of M>|w*
Reed, Surveyor; thence easterly on
.
...
HARRY 8. W H IT T E N of Westfield R. Edwards commanding the 26th Di
. ; said line fifty (50) rods; thence northat H*0Ui^01}nV^aine’ thls
to
too Grant? of Aroostook,
and vision.
Shortly before returning to er]y to place of beginning one h u n -,^ ay °* ^ ay> A* B. 1919.
■ t o i l t o e s to aald Dtotriet roopoct G. A. HALL.
this
country
he was promoted to a \dred six (106) rods. Above described
fuQy represents, that on the 1st day
By his Attys., Pierce & Madigan.
.
A
i parcels are more fully described in
of March, 1919, last past, he was duly ,,
lieutenant colonency. Practically all deeds recorded inthe Aroostook Reg319
bankrupt under tho Aeta of
relating to Bankruptcy; tket the details of the great parade of the Iistry of Deeds in Vol. 189, page 590
m i *
u u * „ ,
. . ! and Vol. 193, page 345, and Vol. 242,
arrse i irsd all Ms property 26th Division
held in Boston la s t 1page 333.

EASTPORT SOLDIER

N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
purpose of foreclosing the said mort
Whereas, Alice C. Fisher and Jos gage.
eph W. Fisher both of Fort Fairfield
Houlton, Maine, May 6th, 1919.
in the County of Aroostook and State
INTERNATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL
of Maine, by their mortgage deed dat
CORPORATION
ed November 9th, 1916, and record
By its Attorneys, Powers & Guild.
ed in the Aroostook
Registry of
Deeds in Vol. 293, Page is?, conveyed _____
_______
3IS
to Janies Dorsey, late of said Fort
Fairfield, deceased, certain real es
N O T IC E O F F O R E L O S U R E
tate situate in Fort Fairfield in said
Whereas, Edmund Cowett, then of
County of Aroostook and State of
Maine, reference being hereby
ex Limestone, in the County of Aroos
pressly made to the record of said took and State of Maine, by his mort
mortgage for more particular des gage deed dated October 24th, 1917,
cription of the premises therein con and recorded in Aroostook Registry
veyed: and whereas said James Dor of Deeds in Vol. 303, Page 236, con
sey has since deceased and Retta L. veyed to Charles A. Perry, then of
des*
Dorsey of said Fort Fairfield has been said Limestone, the following
duly appointed administratrix of the <ribed real estate to wit: Lot num
('state of the said James Dorsey: and bered three in Section eleven in said
whereas the said Retta L. Dorsey as town of Limestone and whereas, thf)
administratrix aforesaid by her deed said Charles A. Perry, by his deed of
of assignment dated May 3rd, 1919, assignment, dated March 30th, 1918.
and recorded in said Registry in Vol and recorded In said Registry in Voli
the said
283. Page 480, assigned and con >08, Page -283, conveyed
veyed the said mortgage and the debt ■mortgage and the debt thereby se
thereby secured to International Ag cured to the undersigned, The Peo
ricultural Corporation, a corporation ples National Bhnk, of Brattleboro,
existing by law having an office at in the County of Windham and State
of Vermont and whereas, the condi
Houlton in said County of Aroostook tion ot said mortgage have been brok
and State* of Maine; and whereas the ; en and remain broken, we claim a
conditions of said mortgage are brok foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.
en, now therefore, by reason of the .
Brattleboro, Venttofit, April 9th.
breach of the conditions of said mort
1919.
gage the said International Agricul
PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK,
tural Corporation claims a foreclosure
Brattleboro, Vt.
thereof and gives this notice for the
C. L. Stickney, Cashier.

£

WTVONSFOR

J

fights of property, and has folly
with all tho requirements of
Aeta and of the orders of Court
his bankruptcyWherefore ho prays, That ka may ho
-Eqpeed by too Court to have a full 4teetono from all debts provable ogalnet
M i estate under oald bankruptcy Aeta.
mum rash debts as are excepted by
IMP from ouob discharge.
Bated this 2nd day o f M ay, A . D.

1919.
HARRY

week were under the direction of Col. i And whereas, the conditions of said
Greenlaw. While overseas Col. Green mortgage are broken, now therefore,
law visited all sections of France in by reason of the breach of the said
conditions thereof, I claim a fore
the performance of his duties in the closure of said mortgage and give
quartermaster’s department.
i this notice for that purpose.
Col. Greenlaw is a former mayor
Dated at Houlton, Maine, this fifth
and postmaster of Eastport and his day of May, A. D. 1919.
GEORGE A. HALL,
appointment by Gov. Milliken is con
By his Attys., Pierce & Madigan.
sidered an excellent one.
319
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LO OK FOR
THERED BAIL
TRADE MARK
*

y

firearms ^Ammunition

Shootii0 Ri&hri

ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.

A true eopy ef petition and order thereon
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.

D o not cover op your walls— paint them with
F lat-T ooc. T h e colors are beautiful; the
effect k reatfiiL Sunshine m erely emphasizes
their richness and for indirect lighting they are
ideal. Pictures leave no marks when moved
and soiled spots can be wiped away with a
damp cloth.
W e have Flat-Tone in any shade you wish.
Also a com plete line of Sherwin-Williams9
products, including S W P and Brigbten-Up
Finishes.

1

Bankrupt.

(X* ■ .)

Sm iwui-W iLUJUis

A Aw n D M IA

S. W H I T T E X

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
Btotrlet of Maine, Northern Division, as
On this 3rd day o f M a y , A . D.
Itrt, on reading the foregoing petition,
K to Qrdsrsd by the Court, That a hearing
he had upon the same on th e 13th day
Of June, A. D . 1919, before said C ourt
at Bangor in said District. Northern
Bfttalea at 10 o’clock In the forenoon;
•Md that notloe thereof be published In
toe Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
lit raid District, Northern Division, and
tout all known creditors and other peraeao la interest, may appear at the said
tone aad place, and show cause, if any
they haVe, why the prayer of oald peti
tioner should net he granted.
Aad It Is further Ordered by the Court,
That the Clerk shall send by mail to all
haowa creditors copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as stated.
Wltaeae toe Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judpe of toe said Court, and the sesJ
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi
sion of said District, on. the 3rd day of
May A. D. 1919.

FRED A. SHEAN
Certified Public Accountant
New systems of Book keeping Installed. Old Sys
tems changed to meetthe requirements of the (lovemment.
Start your system now and when the next tax call
comes, the return may be easily computed.
M a n s u r B lo ck
T e le p e o n e 2 4 5

FRED A. SHEAN, Houlton, Me.

TEMPLE THEATRE
C. BEECHER C HU R CH ILL, Manager and Prop’r
Emmons Robirson, Director Temple Theatre Orchestra
Program issued every Monday morning bringing to your
door the highest paid Artists in Screendoni

Egg’s for Hatching
S. C. R. I. Reds.
Bred to lay, took
1st prize at Houlton Fair
$1.50 fo r 13
Order in advance

BARNES

BROS.

Putnam Hardware Co.
Phone 441

31 Park Street
Tel. 124-2

1 St f

Houlton, Me.

Agents for International 8-16 Tractor

B A N K R U P T'S PETITION FOR
DISCHARGE
In t o matter of
In
Almon R. Benjamin
Bankrupt. |

P R O G R A M W E E K O F M A Y 5th
B a n k ru p tcy

T i the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
Dtotriet Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.

W EDNESDAY
Blaine Hammerstein and an All Star Cast in “ HER MAN”

ALMON R. B E N J A M I N , o f M ars Hill
In the County of Aroostook,
and
Stato of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents, that on the 8th d ay
O f March, 1919, last past, he w as duly
adjutfgod bankrupt under the Acts of
Centre— relating to Bankruptcy; that
ho has duly surrendered all his property
aad righto of property, and has fully

A w onderful tim ely picture w hich has had large runs in the cities as
a sta g e play. A picture that will give you .something* to think about.

oorapMod with all tho requirements of
rati Aeta and of the orders of Court
torahtog hte bankrupt cy.
Whorofort ho prays, That he may bo
toorood by tho Court to have a full dtsshorge from all debts provable against
hto estate under aald bankruptcy Acte,
raeepi suoh debts as are excepted by
taw from such discharge.
Doted this 29th day of April,

A.

D.

1919.
ALMON R. BENJAMIN

Bankrupt.
OROBfl OF NOTICK THKRKON
Dtotriet of Maine. Northern Division, —
On this 3rd day of May, A. D.
1919, so reading ths foregoing petition,
It to—
Qrdsrsd by the Court, That a hearing
1— had upon the same on the 13th day
off June, A. D. 1919, before aald Court
at Banger la said District, Northern
Ptvtotoa at 19 o’clook in the forenoon:
aad that notice thereof be published to
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
la raid Dtotriet, Northern Division, aad
that all known creditors and other per
sons la Interest, may appear at the said
tto— aad place, and show cause, If any
toey have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And It to Further Ordered by ths Court,
That the Clerk shall
send
by
man to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them at their plaoes of residence as
stated.
W its— the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of tho oald Court, and the seal
tbsreof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi
sion of said District, on the 3rd day of
May. A. D. 1919.
(L. 8 .)

ISABEL SHEEHAN,

Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest:
M A B E L SH EEH AN
Deputy Clerk.
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Let the sunshine stream
in. It w ill not fade a
w all painted w ith

Also Universal Current Events

THURSDAY
PATHE Presents Frank Keenan in T H E M ID N IG H T STAGE
P la y in g the part of the hero. W illia m K eenan gives a m a sterfu l p e r fo rm 
an ce. A picture o f gold d ay s full of
action.
The. e a st
is
large
and
w ell selected.
A picture that will please.

FRIDAY

M ETRO Presents Bert Lytell in Five Reel Drama “F A IT H ”
D id you ever stop to realize th a t in the hard realities o f every day life
w e overlook the g en tler influences, su btle effects of a sm ile, a tear.
If
you are on the verge o f such a d oom stop now , see “ F A I T H ” . T h en stop
w o rryin g for you w on t slip ba ck so quickly again.

Also Ditmas Educational and Animal Reel
SATURDAY
Robert Warwick who has spent two years in the trenches
in “T H E ACCIDENTAL HONEYM OON”
A refreshing, wholesome love sto ry th a t p rovides a rest from those w ar
stories and problem plays and m a k e s life seem sw eeter.

Also Pathe Latest Weekly News and a Rip Roaring two
reel Sunshine Comedy “A Waiter’s Wasted Life”
MONDAY, MAY 12
GOLJDWYN Presents Mable Normand in “SIS HOPKINS”
Yes it’s Sis H o p k in s you k now — full o f fu n — sca tte rin g g lo o m and
sending you home w ith p lea sin g th o u g h ts and broad sm iles. W it h M able
Normand as Sis n oth n g m ore need be said.

Also Ford Educational Weekly
TUESDAY, MAY 13
FO X Presents Modlaine Troverse in a powerful Society
Play “ THE DANGER ZONE”
A beau tifu l S tar, a thrillng sto ry and excellent selected ca st supports.

Makes this p ictu re a b ig attra ctio n sh o w in g scen es in the hom es of J. p .
Morgan an d the V an d erbilts.

5mart Clothes
Don’t be fooled by the idea that
cheap clothes>re economical; they
are not.
Real clothes economy is in buying
good quality (not necessarily high
priced) from a reliable store.
Every suit we have is of good
quality, regardless of price—you
will not be disappointed if you
buy your clothing here.
Let us show you the new
styles and patterns, the
good fabrics and reason
able prices.

Doors open 30 minutes before show starts

Houdlnl at the Temple Theatre Thursday

J

\

Shirts of Silk. Madras and
Percale
Underwear in two piece and Union
Suits

I

Pajamas, Belts, Gloves, Socks, Hats
and Caps in the newest styles.
/

Eddie Palo in “Lure of the Circus & Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
ISHOWS DAILY: 2— 3.30; 7— 8.30 P. M.

V

L. S. PURINGTON
HOULTON

Tb#8tob-fil«eb Co, J919

